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INTRODUCTION 

Cosmogony the bran·ch of knowledge dealing with the 
origin and evolution of the celestial bodies is of enormous 
importance for natural science. 

Ever since ancient times man has always wanted to know 
how the Earth th.e cosmic body on th·e surface of which 
h·e lives originated and evolved. The question is of great 
practical import, being one of the basic problems of geo
physics, geochemistry and geology. Without knowing how 
the Earth originated, one can neither understand its evolu
tion nor, consequently, have a correct idea of its internal 
structure or of !he processes taking place in it. Cosmogony 
is extremely important in the elaboration of a correct ma
terialist world outlook. 

The Earth is not an isolated cosmic body, it is one of 
the planets of the solar system. A number of features in 
the structure of the planetary system indicate that the plan
ets originated simultaneously during th.e evolution of a 
uniform material medium. These features serve as the 
guiding thread in tackling the problem of the origin of the 
Earth and the other planets. 

In examining the origin not only of the Earth, but of a 
w:hole system of bodies, the investigator de·als with a far 
wider range of factual material, which, naturally, compli
cates his work. But only thus can he establish the actual 
process of the evolution of the Earth and the planets. 
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The investigator rnust first systcn1atize the \vealth of 
facts concerning the structure of the Earth, planets, aste
roids, con1ets and tlletcorites, and the structure of the sys
tem as a \Vhole. He must select the rnclin facts and through 
analyzing th('tn establish, in rough outline, the original 
state of the substanc.c now forn1in~· the Earth and the 

'-'-

other bodies of the solar systctn. ''[his in turn will enable 
hirn to analyzc the process of its developrnent and, 
by con1paring the results of his analysis \vith the other, as 
yet unexa.mined properti·es of the present-day solar sys
tern, define more precisely the previous state and subse
quent evolution of this substance. 

Thus, by invc3tigating the ever-increasing factual data, 
repeatedly passing from ana lysis of the present properties 
and conjeeturcs about their origin to analysis of the proc
esses of the evolution of the surtnised original state of 
t·he substance and discarding erroneous and clarifying the 
correct assumptions, the investigator \vill advance towards 
a correct theory of the origin and evolution of th·e Earth 
an·ct the planets. 

The investigator tnust exan1ine the facts with a very 
critical eye. Only lit11ited evidence about the structur-e of 
the Earth and other bodies of the solar svstem has bC'en .. 
obtained by direet observation and n1casurem·ent. Much 
was obtained by intcrprPting and generalizing observation 
data, when, together \vith applying incontestable scientifie 
laws and propositions, recourse \Vas had to supplementary 
hypotheses and when surmises concerning the formative 
processes of the bodies under investigation were applied 
tentatively. After several decades, the conditional character 
of these data was forgotten and they began to be regarded 
as axiomatic. A few years ago, for instance, the idea that 
the Earth had an iron c.ore was held to be incontrovertible. 
And yet it was only a hypothesis, closely associated with the 
conjectures about the l:arth's initial molten state. 

It would be \Vrong to expect from an investigator en
gaged :in pl~a;netary c-osmogony an ·explan~ation of all the 
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data about the Earth, planets and other bodies. Among 
these data there are those that relate to th·e peculiarities. of 
the evolution of the given body or even part of it. In explain
ing the essential facts, theory should not resort to artifi
cial hypotheses or refer to natural laws not yet discovered 
by science. The incongruencies \vith the principal data 
will show th,at lhe investigator, by confining himself to the 
separate facts that caught his attention, has gone the wrong 
way about things. As a result, instead of clarifying the 
actual process of evolution, he indicated a process that, 
while generally possible, was out of the question in the given 
case, judging by the incongruencies. 

Eluc.idation from a single point of departure of the basic 
structural features of the solar system, of the structure and 
evolution of the Earth and the oth·er ceJ,estial bodies, i'S the 
goal of the scieatists engaged in planetary cosmogony. 
Soviet scienc-e is successfully advancing towards this ob
jective. In recent years, thanks to the efforts of Otto 
Schmidt, member of the U.S.S.R. .l\cadem~y of S~iences, 
and his group of scientists, the foundations have been 
laid of a theory cof!cerning the origin of the Earth and the 
pl.anets. This theory, together with the closely related prob
lems of the Earth's internal structure and evolution, is the 
subject of the present book. 

1. THE STRUCTURE OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 

The solar systen1 consists of a central body, the Sun, 
around which numerous satellites revolve. The latter are 
very sn1all cornpared with the Sun, but in terms of terres
trial scales some of them are very large. Among the largest 
of the satellites arc the nine major plan·ets, including our 
Earth. Then th·ere are the thousands of asteroids (minor 
planets) and comets, and the enormous swarms of minute 
bodies .and particles. Moving within the solar system these 
particles sornetimes colli·de wit!h the Earth. Diving into the 
Earth's atmosphere at tremendous speeds, they produce 
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the flash of a meteor the ''shooting .star." Sometimes large 
meteoric bodies do not evaporate fully in the air, with the 
result that parts of them fall on the Earth's surface in the 
form of meteorites. 
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Fig. I. Di;tgranl of the solar systen1. Orbits of Mercury and 
V en us a re not shown. 

'fhe motion of the planets around the Sun is c:baracter
ized by a number of regularities. 

First, the orbits of the planets are well-nigh circular, 
barely extended ellipses (Fig. l). Incidentally, both the stel
lar and our solar systems provide numerous instances of 
movements of bodies along highly extended paths (e.g., 
comets). 

Secondly, the plHnetary orbits around the Sun are little 
inclined to one another, and therefore the planetary sys
tem is an exceedingly flat formation (Fig. 2). 



Thirdly, all planets, without exception, major and minor, 
revolve around the Sun in one and the same direction. A 
view of the solar system from a position high above the· 
North Pole wouid show that the planets move counter
clockwise. The planets themselves (save Uiranus*), and the· 

Fig. 2. The solar system in space. 

Sun, rotate on th.~ir axes in the same direction, i.e., counter
clockwise. Furthermore, the bulk of- the satellites of the· 
planets revolve around their primaries also counter-clock--

• 
WISe. 

T:hese regularities indicate that the planetary system is 
not an accidental conglomeration of bodies, each of differ
ent origin, but a single family of a regular origin. 

• l Jranus rotates as if .. lying on its side." Its axis of rotation is. 
inclined only 8° towards the orbital plane, so that Uranus' North Pole:
is tilted away 98° from the perpendicular to the orbital plane (Fig-. 3). 
Since this inclination exceeds 90°, Uranus' motion is formally regarded· 
as retrograde. 
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This is also borne out bv the connection between the phys
ical properties of the pla.,nets and their place in the solar 
.system. . r 

The four planets nearest to the Sun-Mercury, venus, ~he 
Earth and lv\ars-are comparatively small (the Earth betng 
the largest), but of a rather great density, four ?r five times 
the density of water. The distant planets-J uptter, Saturn, 
Uranus and Neptune-while much more massive and much 
larger than the ic:rrestrial planets, have- a small mean den .. 
sity, approaching that of water (\vith Saturn's ·even less). 

J."/ 

I . 

forth Mars 
Jup1ter Saturn 

Uronus Neptune 

Fig. 3. Inclination of planetary axis of rotation with regard 
to the orbital plane of each planet. 

Compression of matter in the interior of the giant plan
ets is greater than in the terrestrial planets. Nonetheless, 
their density is less than that of the terrestrial planets. It 
foHow·s, therefore-, that they consist of a different, light·er 
substance. 

Beyond the major plan-ets. there is another small one, 
Pluto, discov·ered in 1930. Since Pluto is very far away, we 
have but an extremely rough idea of its dimensions and 
rnass. 

The main facts about the planets and their orbits are 
given in Table 1. 

A glance at the table, and also at Fig. 1, shows that 
the distances between neighbouring orbits increase with 
the distance from the Sun. This is also one of the regulari
ties ·of planetary n1otion. 

The eccentricity, i. e., the ratio of the distance between 
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the focus and the centre of the conic to the semi-major 
.axis, of tnost planetary orbits is less than 0.1, reaching a 
noticeable tnagnitude only in Mercury and Pluto, the plan
·ets located at the extremities of the systen1. 

The table also shows the inclinations of the planetary 
orbits, in relation not, as customarily, to the ecliptic plane 

Fig. 4. Co1nparative dimensions of sun and planets. 

of the Earth's orbit, but to the n1ain plane of the entire 
planetary system. This main plane characterizes the posi
tion of the central ( equatoria 1) plane of the cloud of diffuse 
n1atter from which, as we shall see later, the planetary sys
tem originated. The inclination of the orbits is small for 
most of the planets, being the greatest, again, for the ex
treme planets, Mercury and Pluto. 

As already stated, the planets are far smaller than the 
Sun both in dimension and mass (see Fig. 4 and Table I). 
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• Astronomical Unit, i.e., the mean distance from th~ E~rth to th~ Sun, equal to 149.5 million km. 



The aggregate mass of all the planets is but 1/745 of 
the Sun's mass. Thus 99.87 per cent of the mass of all the 
known bodies of the solar system is concentrated in the 
Sun. \Ve say of all bodies, because the mass of each of 
the asteroids and comets is so insignificant that even in the 
aggregate their mass is much smaller than that of the 
Earth. 

The difference between terrestrial and giant planets is 
manifested not only in scale and density, but also in the 
velocity of their axial rotation and in the number of sat
ellites. 

Even if we disregard Mercury and Venus, whose slo\v 
rotation is probably connected with their proximity to the 
Sun, we see that such enormous planets as Jupiter and Sa
turn rotate at twice th·e speed of the comparatively smaller 
Earth and Mars. Whereas the planets of the Earth group 
have either no satellites or only one or two, Jupiter has 
twelve, while Saturn, in addition to nine large satellites, 
has a number of minute ones, whi-ch •. to th·e naked eye, 
form a solid ring. 

The mot!on anrl structure of the planets are conditioned 
by their genesis. To obtain a correct conception of their 
genesis, we must analyze the movements and structure 
and, from a single point of view, explain the similarities 
and differen·C:es between the planets and also between the 
planets and other bodies of the solar system. 

* * * 

The distribution of the angular mon1entum among the se
parate bodies is of great importance in assessing the origin 
of matter forming the components of the solar system. 

In mechanics, momentum is the mass of a body multiplied 
by its velocity (mv). An important characteristic of the 
rotation of a body around a certain primary is the angular 
momentum, i.e., the mass of a body multiplied by its veloc
ity and by the radius of its orbit (mvR). If the orbit is 
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not exactly circular, a velocity con1ponent, perpendicular to· 
the radius vector, is taken. In the case of a body rotating 
on its own axis, the velocity and distance fron1 the axis 
vary at different points. l-Iere we should mentally divide 
the body into sn1all vohnnes, calculate the angular momen
iutn for each and then add up the stun. 

The law of the conservation of angular tnomentum holds 
good for systems isolated from externa 1 influences and de
veloping under the action of exclusively inner forces: the 
total angular momentum remains constant. It can only be 
redistributed among the separate components of the sys
tem. Therein lies the essential diff·erence between th·e entire 
angular momentum of a system and its entire stock of 
mechanical (kinetic and potential) energ·y. The mechanical 
energy even of isolated systems can change. For instance, 
it can, as a result of ~friction, be transform·ed into thermal 
energy. 

Throughout its existence, the planetary system has not 
been .subjected to extern.al forces which could have aug
mented its stock of angular momentum. Consequently, the 
planets acquired their angular momentum during their 
formation, deriving it fron1 the matter frorn which they 
originated. 

As already noted, the n1ovements of the planets and the 
dependence of their physical properti·es on the distance from 
the Sun prove that they \\"ere not taken over by the Sun 
"ready-made," but W·cre formed about the same titne, in its 
vicinity, and fro1n ·matter already r·evolving a round it. 

Let us gow consider the angular momenta of the planets 
which are associated with their orbital movement around 
the Sun. 

It is common knowledge that the greater the distance 
from the Sun, the slower the planet's movement along its 
orbit. But the decrease in v·elocityis in tih·e ratio of 1 /JR., 
Le., slow·er than the increase in distance (R). As a result, 
angular .m·om·entu.m per unit of ·mass (specific angular mo
tnenttnn) increases in ratio to the square root of the orbit-
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al radium (R: JR= JR). For movement along an elliptic 
orbit with semi-major axis equal to a and ecc·entricity equal 
to e, the specific angular mo1nentum is in direct ratio to 

the value J a ( 1 fi2). 
Table 2 gives the 'full and specific an·gu1ar momenta of 

planetary orbital m.otion compared to the Earth's. 

Table 2 
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Since w.e do not know the rotational velocity of the in
ternal layers of the Sun, we cannot, therefore, calculate rits 
full angular ·momentum exactly. In terms of the units ac
cepted by us, it is not more than 20. 

Comparison of the angular momenta of the Sun and the 
planets shqws that although th·e Sun possess·es the ''lion's 
share'' of the aggregate mass, its axial rotation produces 
no n1ore than two per cent of the aggre-gate angular mo
mentum of the entire solar system, with the other 98-99 per 
cent concentrated in the orbital movement of the planets. 

The difference between the sp~ecific angular momenta of 
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the planets and the Sun is still greater. The mean angular 
momentum of the plan·ets, calculated with considerat!on 
for their mass, equals 2.63. The Sun's mean specific angular 
momentum can be reckoned by dividing its full angular 
momentum by its mass in terms of the Earth's mass. It 

comprises at the n1aximtun 20 = _ ~ i.e., at least 
333000 16600' 

45,000 tin1es less than th(\ mean specific angular momentum 
·of the planets. 

The distributioa of angular 1non1entum between th·e Sun 
and the planets claimed the attention of scientists in the 60's 
of the last century when the Laplacian hypothesis was sub
jected to critical analysis. It was the stumbling block to 
this hypothesis and to the bulk of the cosmogonic hypothe
se~ \vhieh replaced it. 

2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PLANETARY COSMOGONY 

<.:osmogony originated as a science in the 18th c-entury. 
The middle of the 18th century was an important landmark 
in the e1dvance of natural science, when the old views 
on Nature's i.mrnutability were beginning to give way to 
the new conceptions of continuous evolution, continu.ous 
development. Mikhail Lomonosov, th·e brilliant Russian 
scientist, wrote then: "Thou shalt firmly bear in mind that 
corporeities thou seest on earth and the whole world were 
not ever thus at their conception as thou now findest, but 
great ~have been the changes wrought within." 

Astronomy was one of the first sciences to shake the un
sound and petrified world outlook. The concept of devel
opment entered into astronomy at th·e very end of the 18th 
century. Credit for this goes to Laplace who in 1796 pic
tured the formation of the Sun and planets from an im
mense gaseous nebula. 

It was subsequently learned that forty years earlier, in 
1755, the Germ~n philosopher Kant had put out a little 
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booklet in which h·e boldly declared: "Give ·me matter, and 
I will show you how to make a world of it." In this work, 
Kant analyzed the problem of the ·evolution of the world 
and the laws governing the origin of all celestial bodies, 
and expounded a hypothesis on the formation of the solar 
system from diffuse 1natter. 

Kant's book, which was published anonyrrJously, drew 
no comments from the scientists of the day-it began to 
attract attention oraly in the 19th c-entury. The hypotheses 
advanced by Kant and Laplac-e ar·e of im·mense inl·portance; 
th·ey postulated the idea of the evolution of universal mat .. 
ter on the basis of inherent properties, without divine inter-
V·ention. 

* * * 
In their endeavour to ascertain the origin_ and evolution 

of the Earth and other plan.ets, both Kant and Laplace pro
ceeded from the regularities in the structure of the solar 
system. 

It was Newton that first drew attention to the laws of 
planetary motion. After discovering the fundamental laws 
of n1ec'hanics and the law of universal gravitation govern
ing planetary movement around the Sun, Newton reached 
the conclusion that the planetary system was not a fortuit
ous agglomeration. But instead of seeing in this the out
come of the ·evolution of matter, resulting in the formation 
of the solar system, Newton, a devout believer, saw in it 
an indication of divine creation. 

In his famous Mathematical Principles of Natural Phi
losophy (Philosophiae Natura/is Principia Mathematica) he 
wrote: "The six primary planets* are revolved about the 
sun in circles concentric with the sun, and with motions 
directed towards the same parts, and almost in the same 

• In Newton's time Uranus, Neptune and Pluto were still unknown, 
and only 10 satellites, the Earth's one, Jupiter's four and Saturn's 
five, had been discovered. 
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plane. Ten moons are revolved about the Earth, Jupiter, 
and Saturn, in circles concentric with them, with the same 
direction of motion, and nearly in the planes of the orbits 
of those planets; but it is not to be conceived that mere 
nlet·hanical causes could give birth i.o so rnany regular 
motions, since the cotnets range over all parts of the 
heavens in very eccentric. orbits; for by that kind of motion 
they pass easily through the orbs of the planets, and with 
gTeal rapidity; and in their aphelions, * where they n1ove 
the slowest, and are detained the longest, they recede to 
the grcntest distances from each other, and hence suffer 
the least disturbance fron1 their mutual attractions. This 
most beautiful system of the Sun, p1 a nets, and comets, 
could only proceed fron1 the counsel and dominion of an 
intelligent and powerful Being:' 

In 1745, Buffon, .the Fr·ench naturalist, suggested that 1he 
I:arth and other planets had originated from fragments of 
so]ar matter torn off the Sun when struck by a huge conl
et. ** Buffon substituted for the divine uact of creation" a 
natural phenomenon, and therein lies the progressive signif
icance of his hypothesis. But in essence his explanation of 
the origin of the solar system was \vrong. As Laplace indi
cated, the fragtnents should have followed elongated el
liptical orbits and reverted to the Sun. Even if the reeipro-
cal attraction of the fragments had changed their orbits, 
preventing t;heir rt'turn to the Sun, they would have moved 
along elongated paths unlike th·e present circular orbits of 
the planets. Buffon's hypothesis did not take into account 
the regularities of planetCJry tnotion, although they had al
ready attracted the attention of scientists. It was therefore 
not abreast of the times. 

• Aphelion-the point of a planet's or comet's orbit farthest from 
the Sun. 

•• .t\t that time comets were thought to be large heavenly bodies. 
Actually, their cores are very small, and the huge lum.inescent heads 
and tails are composed of exceedingly rarefied gases. 
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In 1796, Laplace, the renowned French astronomer and 
mathematic.ian, published a popular book on astronon1y. 
Exposition of the Worlll Systetn. In notes at the end of 
t·his hook he set out a hypothesis of the origin of the solar 
system largely similar to Kant's hypothesis. The Laplacian 
hypothesis rapidly \von recognition and enjoyed great popu
larity for 150 years. This was because it g-ave an exeeeding
]y simple and striking· ·exp1ctnation of the characteristics of 
planetary orbital rnotion already Jnentioned. 

According to Laplace, the planetary systerr1 originated 
from the hot rarefied atmospl1'ere surrounding the primeval 
Sun and extending far beyond the confines of the present 
solar system. In his view, this nebulous, gaseous atmos
phere around th·e Sun revolved like a solid body \vith the 
outer part ntoving faster than the interior. Gradually, it 
rooled and contracted. Due to contrac.tion, it .n1ust have ro
tated faster in confornlity with the law of conservation of 
angular nionJoentum. Eventually, th·e ·equatorial centrifugal 
force equalled the force of attraction. The matter of the neb
ulous equatorial belt brol\e away and remained at the point 
where the break took plac·e, while the rest of the gas con
tinued to contract. 

O.nc·e begun, ihis process continued and, as a result, a 
huge flat layer of gas, like Saturn's rings, remained in the 
nebula's e·quatorial plan·e. Gaps appeared in this enormous 
disc. They gradually widen·ed, the gaseous substance con
densing into isolated narrow rings. These rings were -not 
quite homogeneous, \vith the result that their substance c.oag
ulated into hot, gaseous agglomerations, which, after cool
ing, became the planets. Planets formed in this way would 
move in circular orbits and all in on'e direction, that of the 
rotation of the original nebula, while all their orbits would 
lie in one plane, that of the equator of the prirneval nebula. 

Although he was both astronomer and mathematician, 
I..~aplace -presented his hypothesis in a purely descriptive 
form. In doing so he proceeded fron1 an analysis of the reg
ularities of planetary motion and from the results of 
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Herschel's observations of nebulae possessing varying 
degrees of condensation towards a bright central core, then 
held to be newly originating stars. l.~aplace postulated that 
they were akin to his primordial nebula. 

The computations rncJde by the French mathematician 
Roche in the middle of the last century showed that in spin
ning faster and faster LaplHce's nebula should have flat
tened under centrifugal foree to assume finally the shape of 
a lentil bean. It \Vas from the edge of this ''lentil'' that the 
rnatter should have split off. 

If we imagine planetary matter as distributed through
out an enormous gaseous disc, its density would be so 
small that th·e contraction of the gas into denser rings 
would be incomprehensible. To g·et round this, Roche indi
cated a possible intcrn1ittent process, \\'herein it was not a 
disc but separate narro\V rings that split off. On all draw
ings, the g·enesis of the solar systen1 according to Laplace's 
hypothesis is depicted with Roe he's corrections (see Fig. 5). 

Laplace believed that, due to strong inner friction, the 
g·aseous ring should revolve as a solid body, i.e., all the 
ring's particles moved with an idcnticHI angular velocity. 
This itnplied that the ring's outer ritn moved faster than the 
inside edge (see Fig. 6, left), and therefore when the ring's 
substance contracted into a single gaseous agglomeration 
---the future planet-it would rotate on its axis in the san1e 
direction that it revolved around the Sun (the direct rota
tion). Coo1ing and shrinkage of the agglomeration must 
have been accompanied by accelerated rotation and in son1e 
cases \Vith rings breaking away from the future planet to 
form sHtcllites. 

In 1796, when Laplace published his hypothesis, only 
satellites with a direct revolution were known. But in 1797, 
it was discovered that Uranus' satellites revolve in a plane 
nearly perpendicular to its orbit. In 1847, Neptune was 
found to have a satellite with a retrograde motion, and dur .. 
ing the last half century both Jupiter and Saturn were 
found to poss,ess satellites with retrograde motions. In 1877, 
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Mars was found to have two satellites. Their motion is di
rect, but it was ascertained that the nearest Mar.tian satel
lite, Phobos, revolves around its planet three times as fast as 
the latter rotates on its o\vn axis. These facts contradicted 
Laplace's hypothesis. 
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Fig. 6. ()ri~in of plctnetary rotation according 11.o Laplace's 
hypothesis. Left: ()rigin of direct rotettion. Right: ()rigin of 

retrogracie rn1 a tion. 

Sotne astronomers noted that the IJaplacian rings, even 
if narrow. would h:.tve been so rarefied that the negligible 
inner friction could not have r.otnpelled them to r·evolve as 
solid bodies. l,heir revolution would haYe been similar to 
planetary ~oveniPnt around the Sun: th(~ farther away from 
the Sun. the slower the rotr~tion. J-Ience, the rotation 
of the agglomerations forrned fron1 the rings would 
have been retrograde (Fig. 6, right). Thus, not the 
retrograde motion of the satellites. but their direct tnotion 
and the direet rotation of thE' planets contradict l.,aplace's 
hypothesis. 

The exc·eedingly artificial schemes put forward to solve 
this contradiction failed to satisfy anyone. As we shall see 
later, during the formation of the planets from diffuse mat .. 
ter, they must, as a rule, rotate directly, . but to obtain 
this, the transformation of part of their mer.hanical energy 
into heat, which was inevitably the cagr, must be taken into 
account. Laplace \vas sti]] in the dark as to the Jaw of con-
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servation of energy, while his followers for some reason or 
other disre.garded this law in their investigations. 

In Laplace's tim·e, the ·kinetic theory of gases was still 
unknown, as \vas also the behaviour of gas molecules in dif
ferent physical conditions. Subsequent cal.culations showed 
that rarefied gaseous rings could not have condensed 
into planets, but would have dissipated into space. But 
according to modern science, Laplar.e's gaseous disc, even 
if it has a high degree of heat at the moment of its forma
tion, should hav·e rapidly cooled, and condensation, the for
mation of solid dust particles, should have begun within it. 
The evolution of this gas-dust matter differs essentially 
from Laplace's conjectures. One of th·e main arguments dis
proving Lapla.ce's hypothesis is based on the very slow ro
tation of the Sun. Proceeding frotn the rotating velocity of 
the primordial nebula, which had to be great enough to per
mit rings to break off, we ean compute the rotating veloc
ity of the Sun, as condensed from this nebula's core. Then, 
the velocity of the Sun's rotation should be hundreds of 
times greater than currently observed. Conversely, if we 
imagine the Sun extended to the dimensions of the enfire 
planetary system, rotation would be so s1o\v that detach· 
ment of the rings would be out of the question. I.Japlace's 
hypothesis proved powerless to explain the distribution of 
the angular motnentum between the Sun and planets. 

The Sovi-et astronomers V. A. Krat and V. G. Fes.enkov 
r·ecently pointed out that ejection of streams. of atoms from 
the Sun's surface, negligible at present, might have been 
very 'intensive shortly after its formation and, if so, could 
have slackened its rotation. But even if the present slow 
solar rotation can be explained in this way, it does not 
refute the arguments cited above. 

The hypotheses of Kant and Laplace, abreast of the sci
ence of their day, were disproved by later knowledge. At
tempts to patch them up proved of no avail, and in the· 20th 
century astronomers turned to other hypotheses, neglecting 
even the merits_ of the Kantian and Laplacian theories, the 
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idea of the planetary system deriving from a unitary, revolv
ing diffuse nebula. 

The numerous c.osmogonic hypotheses of the 19th and 
20th centuries were not based on all the then known facts, 
about the bodies of the solar system, ignored the impor
tance of physical laws for costnogony and, for this reason, 
were soon found wanting. Some of them were worthless, 
others had their merits, but were clogged with erroneous 
and e.ven fantastic ideas. 

Towards the end of the 19th century, the Belgian, Ligon
des, advanced the meteoritic hypothesis of the origin of the 
solar system. Ligondes rightly indicated that in a swarm of 
particles there must be non-elastic collisions as well as 
cohesion. As a result, the particles settled into an extremely 
flattened rotating disc, from which the planets were formed. 

The hypothesis of two American scientists, Moulton and 
Chamberlin, who also supposed tihe Earth and the planets 
to !have originated from minute solid particles revolving 
around the Sun, appeared at roughly the same time. They 
postulated that these particles, which they called "planet
esimals," had been brought into being by the cooling of 
a substance ejected from the Sun in enormous promin·ences .. 

Moulton and Chatnherlin disregarded the non-elastic c.har
acter of the· particles' collisions -and failed therefore to ex
plain why the particles had agglomerated into planets. Th1s 
was one of the main r·easons why their hypothesis was soon 
rejected. But in point of fact, their error was that th·ey had 
wrongly coneeivecl the formativ·e process of the swarm of 
particles; the ej:~ction of matter from the Sun could not 
have given rise to particles \vith such an angular momen
tum as the planets now possess. At the same time the planet· 
esimal hypothesis correctly depicted many features of the 
process of planetary formation. 

Of the hypotheses that appeared in the first half of the 
20th century, that of the British astronomer Jeans enjoyed 
Wid·e popularity in the 20's and 30's. Jeans tried to get ovet 
the stumblina--blrJck of the distribution of angular momen· 
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turn between the Sun and planets by suggesting that the 
substance of which the planets are made had been torn out 
of the Sun by the attraction of a massive star speeding past 
in the vicinity (F:g. 7). The star, ostensibly, had drawn the 
torn-off substance suf-
ficiently far away from 
the Sun and compelled 
it to revolve around the 
Sun in the direction of 
its movement. 

The stars are so far 
apart that an encounter 
between two of their 
·number is an extremely 
rare phenomenon. There
fore Jeans' hypothesis 
maintained that the plan
etary systern was an 
extraordinary formation 
in the universe. As Acad-
emician Schmidt puts 
it, " ... What, in the 
astronomer's view, was 
the shortcoming of the 
Jeans hypothesis the 
faint probability, i.e., the 
extreme rarity of the 
planetary formation proc
ess became its chief 
merit in the eyes of the 
layman who did not 
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Fig. 7. Jeans' hypothesis of 
planetary formation. 

.... 

wan to break with religion. Jeans' hypothesis was the mos·t 
acceptable cotnpromise. l''he rarity of planetary formation 
in .Jeans' scheme is, of course, still not idealism in itself
there ar·e rare phenome·na in Nature but It opened the gates 
to id~alism in cosmogony." 

However, some 10 or 15 years ago the scientific invalidity 
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of this :hypoth·esis was made clear. Russell, an American 
astronomer, pointed out that Jeans' hypothesis cannot pro
vide an explanation for the vast dimensions of the solar 
system. In order to tear matter out of the Sun, the star's 
passage must hHve been very close, and in this case the 
fragment and the planets to which it gav.e birth should circle 
in the Sun's imrnediate vicinity at a distance of only a few 
times its diameter. Actually, the planets are separated from 
the Sun bv distances thousands of times its diameter. Thus, ... 
the distance between Jupiter and the Sun -is 500 times the 
latter's diameter, between Neptune and the Sun 3,200 times 
the Sun's diameter. N. N. Pariisky proved by means of math
ematical ralC'ulations thCJt Jeans' hypothesis cannot explain 
the enormous distances between the Sun and planets. 

In essenc-e, this is again the question of the distribution 
of angular :mom·::~ntum throughout the solar system. But if 
in the case of I.~aplace's hypothesis the matter can be put 
thus: \Vhy does the Sun revolve so slowly? Why is its an
gular momentum so slight? for the Jeans hypothesis it 
would be: Whence the tren1endous angular momenta of the 
plan·ets? 

Jeans never attempted to calculate the condensation into 
p·I.anets of the .substanCJC detached from th·e su~n. But when 
calculations were rrtade it turned out that a flow of matter 
should have gushed out from comparatively deep layers of 
the Sun, where temp-eratures are much higher than at the 
surface. Th·e temperature of the flow would hav-e reached 
Hbout one miJlion degrees, and the flow could not have split 
into separate stable planetary agglomerations; it would 
have dispersed in space. 

* * * 

The development of cosmogony in the capitalist countries 
is hampered by the idealistic world outlook that prevails 
there. Some Western astronomers directly repair to reli
g_ion. Thus, the British Professor Smart, in his book, 
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The Origin of the Earth, published by the Oxford University 
Press in 1951, writes, " ... to many of us, scientific and non
scientific alike, the belief i~n a Divine Creator is as necessary 
now as ever it \Vas." 

However, the pursuit of natural science impels 
scientists to take lhe materialist path. And so we find in the 
world of capitalism sci·entists who correctly approach the 
study of the origin and evolution of heavenly bodies, and 
obtain valuable results. 

C-osmogony in the U.S.S.R. is bas-ed on the firm material
ist traditions of Russian science, as reflected in the works 
of Lomon•osov, Bredikhin, Mendeleyev and .many others. So
viet scientists are increasingly mastering the philosophy of 
dialectical tnaterialistn and applying it to better advantage 
in research. 

They pay particular attention to the aspects of the devel
opment of heavenly bodies. A wealth of factual material 
has been amasser!, which cosmogony can take as its basis. 
At th-e same 1time, geologists, geophysicists .and geochemists 
have arcumu1ated considerable data on the Earth's structure 
and evolution, which also serve as a basis .for investigating 
its origin. 

In the 20's and :30's Soviet astronon1ers did much to 
c.ritic.a lly examine the co~mogonic hypotheses of Western 
scientists in th,e I 9th and 20th centuries. 

Academician FesC'nkov has occupied himself with 
rosmogonir investigation since the early twenties of our 
century, pllrticularly the theory of Htmospheres, study of 
inter-planetary n1atter, zodiacal light and the planets and 
n1eteorites. 

In 1943, Academician Schmidt, renowned Soviet scientist 
and Polar explorer, began to elaborate a theory on the 
origin of the Earth and the other planets. As a result of the 
work done by Schmidt and his team of scientists, the foun
dations of a ·materialistic theory have been laid and its main 
points profoundly substantiated. According to this theory, 
the Earth and the planets ori.ginated not from agglomera· 
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tions of hot gas, but through gradual accretion of a multi
tude of cold solid particles. 

These particles comprised th-e revolvin.g gas-dust cloud 
which once surrounded the Sun and which possessed a 
mass, only slightly gr~ater than the aggregate mass of the 
present planets. 

3. ACADEMICIAN SCHMIDT'S THEORY OF PLANETARY 
FORMATION 

The proto-planetary state of matter can be ascertain·ed by 
analyzing the regularities of planetary motion and the 
e.hemica] <.-:omposition of the planets. 

The ·mov·ement of the planets around the Sun along cir
cular paths, lying in aln1ost the same plane, infers plane
tary fortnation from diffuse matter. Kant and Laplace pre
sumed it was a solid dust or gaseous tnedium. But as 
Schmidt noted, it could have also been a swarm comprised 
of a multitude Q,f bodies n1oving around the Sun along dif
ferent orbits. No matter what the process of their collection, 
the p·eculiarities of the movement of separate bodi~es should 
hav·e been averaged. The prevailing direetion of the move
tnent of separate bodies, i. e., the general rotation of the 
swarn1, must have entailed the rotation of all the planets 
around the Sun in on·e and the same direction. The move
nient of separate bodies along orbits stretched out in dif
ferent directions should averag·e in a planetary motion along 
a we11-nigh circular orbit. l\1ovem·ent~s along orbits, inclined 
at different angles towards the central plan·e of th·e swarm,* 
in the collection of many bodies into a planet, should have 
averaged a movement in a plane close to the central 
plane. 

• Since the swarm revolved, it possessed a flattened form. The 
central _Plane of the swarm (cloud) from which the solar system orfg. 
inated 11 prec:lseJy the main plane referred to In Table t and on 
Plil 11. 
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We see that the regularities of planetary motion infer 
planetary formation from diffus·e matter, but they do not 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I r_ 
a 

b 
Fig. 8. Flattening of the swarm of particles as their 
chao~ic movement decreases. Thin c!rrows show the 
velocity of separate particles, thick arrows the veloc
ity of the general circular n1ovement, and the broken 
arrow, the component of the velocities of the particles. 

provide a more accurate knowledge of its properties. This 
can be achieved by analyzing the data on the composition 
of the planets. It was found following such an analysis that 
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in the process of plan·etary formation, vaporization and con
densation played an essential role. Hence, the dispersed 
matter which gave ris.e to the planets was a gas-dust cloud. 

Manv of the details of evolution of this cloud and its tr.a.ns-., 
formation into planets have not been studied adequately 
as yet. Nonetheless, Schmidt and other Soviet scientists 
(Gurevich, Lebedi~nsky, L.-evin, Safronov .and Khil,mi) have 
elucidated the principal n1otiv·e factors of the cloud's evolu
tion, and the ·main structural features of the solar system 
are explained by the theory of planetary formation from 
diffuse matter. 

The main motive faetors of the cloud's evolution were, 
firstly, the action of the force of gravitation and, secondly, 
the 't1ransfor·mation of n1echani·cal en,ergy into heat. 

If W·e consider the particles' ,moveme·nt relativ·e to the Sun, 
we find that they ·moved along orbits varying in size, degree 
of el·on·gation, and angl~e of inclination to the cloud's central 
plane. 

But the Jnotion of the particles can be viewed otherwise: 
It can be divided into a general moventent around the Sun 
and the chaotie moven1ent of s·eparate particles. 

The greater the mean velocity of the chaotic tnovement of 
certain types of particles, the thicker the swarm they forn1. 
Fig. 8 furnishes an ·explanation for a ·case when particles 
freely follo\v locked orbits around the Sun. 1'his is also true 
when a huge multitude of particles frequ~ently colli~de and 
change their path, viz., switch from on·e orbit to another. 
Although in the interval between t\vo consecutive collisions 
the particle flies along a very small distance of its orbit, the 
character of the relation between the velocities of. chaotic 
tnovement and the thickn·ess of the s\varm re.mains the same 
as it would be- w·e:-·e there no collisions. 

Due to their gre~ter ·mass, the dust particles in the gas
dust cloud must hav~e had far smaller chaotic velocities 
than the lighter gas molecules. Therefore the dust particles 
retreated to the central (equatorial) plane of the flattened 
cloud, forming a flat, revolving disc (Fig. 9). 
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Two processes must have commenced as soon as the dust 
disc became sufficiently dense; firstly, the increase in the 
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Fig. 9. Three consecutive stages of the ftat
tenJng process of the dust component of the 

•·· primordial cloud. 

size of the larger particles through collection of Simaller par
ticles and, secondly, the formation of nurnerous dust ag
glomerations. The predon1inance of either of the two processes 
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depended on the speed of the disc's condensation. If mod
erate, the amalgamation of the smaller •particles with the 
larger on·es must have entailed the formation of bodies hun
dreds of miles in diameter. If, however, condensation was 
rapid, th·e increase in th·e size of the particl~es would not be 
very noticeable. The :main factor in this case would be the 
decrease in the distances betw~en the particles and the in
crease in their mutual attraction. The disc flattened to the 
extent that nurnerous agglomerations began to form inside 
it, capable of resisting the Sun's tidal force which sought to 
destroy the agglomerations. This destructive power is caused 
by the Sun attracting more strongly the part of the ag
glomeration nearer to it, thus seeking to stretch and tear it. 
This, h.oweve1r, is countered by the mutual attraction of th·e 
agglomeration's particles. 

The agglomerations revolved around the Sun in the direc
tion of the cloud's rotation. At their origin they were 
swarn1s of isolated particles, localized condensations, in the 
cloud surrounding the Sun. Collisions of dust particles 
took place inside each swarm, also accompanied by trans
formation of mechanical energy into heat. 

Collisions of gas atoms are ·elastic (if not in a heated 
state), i.e., the atoms rebound from each other with their 
former velocities. Co1lisions of molecules are a ]most elastic, 
for only a very small part of their kinetic en·ergy is emitted 
in the form of infra-red rays. But ev.en this ·energy can be 
replenished if the gas is pierced by the Sun's rays. In ab
sorbing radiation, the gas will partly re-emit it and partly 
transform it into the kinetic e-n~ergy of its ~mo.Iecules. 

Collisions between solid particles are non-elastic, with 
their relative velocities decreasing. In the collision the par
ticles warm up, and a considerable portion of the kinetic 
energy of the dust part:cle is transformed into heat, which 
i,s th·en radiated into space and lost to'- the system. 

Thus the collisions between the particles in the dust 
agglomeration were accompanied by a decreas·e in their 
relative velocities which led to the shrinkage of the agglom-
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eration and its transforlnation into a solid body, with a 
diameter ranging from tens to hundreds of miles. 

At any rate, a huge number of relatively large bodies 
form·ed in the dust disc. The colljsions between these bodies 
entailed their full or partial break-up, but the frag· 
ments, together '\vith the primordial dust substance which 
had not yet agglomerated, formed new swarms, contracting 
in turn into n·ew bodies. In their motion around the Sun, 
these bodies accutnulated the surrounding dispersed matter 
and thus rapidly incr·eased in size (Fig. 10). Bodies that 
escaped destruction in collisions attained greater propor
tions, while bodies partially destroyed or of later origin 
lagged in this proc·ess of growth. As a result, a multitude 
of bodies of different size and mass, growing through the 
accumulation of small particles, came into being in the 
clou·d. This, a ppa.rently, was. the first stage of the gas-dust 
cloud's evolution. 

The bodies formed at this stage of evolution can be de· 
scribed as the "embryos" of the planets and other bodies of 
the solar system. Those of them which were larger and 
moved in a way that enabled the-m to grow faster than the 
rest became, in tim·e, the major planets. 

As their mass grew, the "embryos" began to exert an 
increasing gravitational influ·ence on one another and on the 
dispersed matter. In th·e cloud's first stage of evolution, the 
dust particles assembled into a flattened disc. After the birth 
of the "embryos,'' the disturbing influence of their :gravita .. 
tional attraction, \\.rhich increased as they grew, led from a 
certain moment to th·e intensific.ation of the chaotic movement 
of the particles the primordial dust specks and the frag .. 
ments of splintered bodies with the dust disc again thick· 
ening. The "embryos' " interaction resulted in an increa~
ing number of elongated and strongly inclined orbits ap .. 
pearing among th·eir originally almost circular orbits, but 
slightly tilted to the disc's plane. This process changed 
the orbits of the smaller "embryos" more, and of the bigger.· 
less. 
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Fig. 10. Planetary formation from the dust disc. 



Some of the particles and bodies acquired extremeiy elon
gated orbits bringing them so close to the Sun's flamin.g 
surface, that they evaporated and joined the Sun's at· 
mosphere in the form of clouds of vapour. They participated 
in the g-eneral rotation of the gas-dust cloud, so that by 
joining the Sun they could make it revolve slowly in th(;\ 
same direction, provided there was enough of them. 

At the outset, the uetnbryos'' grew at the expense of the par-
ticles directly colliding \vith their surface. But the attraction 
of the bigger ''etnbryos" began to create local condensations 
of dispersed n1a tter in their vicinity. The non-elastic colli
sions of particles in the condensed zone decreased their veloc· 
iiy, which often proved too \Veak for them to overcome the 
''embryo's" attraciion and fly a\vay. In this manner, th·e big
g·er ~'embryos" captured particles, i.e., turned then1 into their 
sat·elliies. Later, the hulk of these particl·es fell on to tb·e "em
bryos,"' so that their capture b<."can1e one of the ways in 
\vhich the "cn1bryo,'' at a r<.'riain stage of its development, 
grew. In th·e case of n1assiv·c "rtnbryos" (for instance, the 
giant planets)~ gro\vtll throug-h aceretion probably predom
inated over growth by the direct fall-out of pariiclt~s. 

At this stage of its gro,vth, the future planet was sur
rounded by a svlarnl of particles. ''fhis, how-ever, was not 
a dispersed swarrn, akin to the condensations in the primor
dial du.st disc, hut a ·den.se one, with a tnassiv·e "e·mbryo'' 
inside. This swarrn existed until the density of the dispersed 
rnatter sufficed for the capture of new particles to com
pcn.sate Jor the gradual fall-out of thr(~ swar=Jn's particles on 
to th·e ''embryo's'' surface. According as the growing "em
bryo'' accurr1ulatcd the surrounding n1atter, according as 
the disturbing action of its gravitation increased the thick
ness of the dust dis~, the density of the matter decreased, 
and the swarm of particles around a planet vanished, merg
ing with the planet itself. Planetary growth through accre .. 
tion ceased, there remained only growth via the direct fall
out of matter. In our times this process has almost ceased. 
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The hypotheses that the planets originated from a solid 
substance were usually known as meteoritic hypotheses, ir
respective of whether they actually implied meteorites or 
minor dust particles, or both together. Hence, Academician 
Schrnidt's theory is sometimes called the meteoritic theory. 
But this does not trl'ean that the primordial particles of the 
solar swarrn (cloud) were of the same structure and size 
as the 1neteorites which fall out on the Earth now.* Meteor
ites originated from the same dust cloud that gave rise to 
the planets, but they traversed a long and complicated path 
of devel·opim·ent which can be traced by examining their 
inner structure and chemical composition. 

But if instead of the primordial particles, we take the par
ticles and bod-ies comprising the greater part of th·e Earth's 
rnass, they can without any hesitation be called a mcteor
itic substance. The· "embryo" which grew and became the 
Earth originated and evolved together with a multitude 
of other bodies, which disintegrated and again accumulated 
fron1 fragments and primordial particles. The number of pri
mordial particles that did not go through agglomeration and 
disintegration rapidly decreased, and soon the Earth's "em
bryo" was surrounded not so much by primordial particles 
as by the bodies and fragments formed from these particles. 
Evidently our pl~net's growth to its present dim-ensions was 
due chiefly not to primordial particles, but to these bodies 
and fragments, i.e., to bodies of a type akin to present-day 
met·eorites. 

A multitude of planetary "embryos" must have origin
ated in the cloud in the first phase of its evolution. 
Acadernician Sclnnidt analyzed relative distances of 
the orbits around the Sun of bodies that outstripped 
other bodies in the process of growth and thus becatne 
planets. 

* Identification of primordial particles with the meteorites now 
falling on the Earth's surface to be met in expositions of this theory 
is erroneous. 
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Th·e future pL1net attracted particles possessing either a 
slightly less or mure specific angular momentum than the 
uembryo" itself. When most of the particles so attracted had 
a less specific angular momentum, the specific angular mo
mentum of the "embryo" decreased, manifesting itself in 
reduction of orbit~·ll radius; th-e orbital radius grew gradual
ly if the reverse was the case. 

In the case of two "embryos" moving along corrip~lra
tively close orbits, these orbits should have gradually di
verged. The body nearer the Sun gre'v primarily at the expense 
of particles with still sn1aller orbits, whereas particles with 
greater orbits were interc.epted and captured by the "em
bryo" farther away from the Sun. Conversely, the "en1bryo" 
farther away gained a lesser number of particJes \Vith small
er orbits and smaller specific angular tnomenta. Finally, 
the first "embryo's" orbit shifted towards the Sun, that of th·e 
second, away·from the Sun. The tendency towards change in 
orbital radii w·ould have oea.sed, h:ad all th·e"embryos" shifted 
in their motion to the centre (;)f their "feed zones.'' But 
owing to varying speeds in the growth of the neighbouring 
planets, this ultimate phase could not have been attained. 

As Academician Schmidt shows, given a smooth distrib
ution of matter in the gas-dust cloud, the specific angular 
momentum would have inc.reased to the same value if we 
compared one planet with the next farther away from the 
Sun. A planet's specific angular momentum is proportional 
to the square root of its orbital radius. Hence, the square 
roots of the planetary orbital radii wou]d increas·e approxi
mately in arithmetical progression: 

JRn=a+bxn 
The division into terrestrial and giant pJanets reflects 

the difference in the properties of the inner and outer zon·es 
of the gas-dust cloud. Therefore, the regularity in plane
tary distances from the Sun must be regarded separately for 
near and remote planets. 
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Table 3 sho\vs hew true the above-mentioned forrnula is 
for the rcrnote pl,lnets. 

Table 3 
---------- ·----·--·--------------- ······--··-·----... ---- -----·-· ··-·--·-.. ·--·-·---- --=----

.Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto 

---------------------- ···-----··-·· ·---·---·- ·······•·------

J.R-· c a lcu la ted •> •>H ...,, ... !\ ')~ 
t. .... 4 '>R . ..., rl .;> R . . ..., 6.2H 

Jl[··· CIC t tl :1) " ')R W. wf a (Ht • ·l . :\H f>.tJH r 9q ). o.ll 

The results f<)r the four terrcstria l p I.an.ets 1are giyen in 
Table 4. 

Table 4 

Venus Earth 
...- _,,, .......... ------ ----- ------··- --- -·- ............. - - ----------- ----·-···-·- ........ ··-· ---- ... ··- ........ ···-h···-·'""·· -

JRcalculatcd 

Jr""i..-nct ual O.H~ 0. ~;, 

1.0~ 

l.Od 

1 ')'> ,o.l_, 

1 4)~) 
• w'-) 

In these Tables, JR calcule~ted increases by I from 
planet to planet for the retnote planets and by 0.20 for the 
terr-estrial planets. But the regularity as such in the in
crease of planetary distance in hoih groups is close to thP 
arithmetical progression .for ~R~ 

Explaining rotation of the planets on their axes had al
ways been a knotty point for plan·etary cosmogony. Acade
mician Schmidt found that the transforn1ation of mechani
cal energy of the cloud's particles into heat was of great 
importance in the -genesis of planetary rotation. 

Two laws play an ilnportant part in th-e accumulation 
of particles into plan·ets the la\v of conservation of an-
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gular tnomentutn and the law of conservation of energy. The 
orbital angular ·momentum of the particle·s from 'vhich a 
planet was forn1ed n1ust have passed wholly into its orbital 
angular momentum and rotation. 

In distinction, not all the m·echanical energy of particles 
became that of the planet sinc-e in the collisions a certain 
portion was transformed into heat and dissipated into space. 
This climinution of the stock of mechanieal energy, dis
regarded in earlier investigations of the origin of planetary 
rotation, plays a very essential role. By ·lTI·eans of mathe
tnaticnl ,:1naly;sis, Arad·P.lnieinn Sch·midt sho\ved that if n 
large enough fraction of the or~ginal stock of the tnechan
ical energy of particles were trCJnsformed into heat, the 
planet \vould acquire a direct rotation. 

The equator of sotne of the planets, cspeciaJly lJrnnus, is 
heavily inclined to the orbital plane. At the sarne time, the 
motion of the satellites of Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and lJr:.t
nus, or at least of the tna in sate11itcs, is not in the orbital 
plane, hut in that of the planet's ·equator. This sllo\vs thnt 
th~e satellites originated 1ogethcr \vith the p1an·cts. in a 
single process at a stage when the enlnrged "embryos" 
had surrounded thernselves \Vith swarn1s of captured par
t h~ les. 

In th·ese swarins the proeess of planet formation repeat
ed itself, though on a srnaller scale. As a result of non
elastic collisions of the particles, the swarn1s were trans-
fornled into flat rotating discs, which then formed the satel
lites. These satel1Hes have a direct n1otion in the plane of the 
planet's equator, and their paths, like the planetary orbits, 
arc nearly circular. Furthertnore, the distances between the 
planet and its main satellites increase in the case of Jupi
ter, Saturn and lTranus \Vith a certain regularity, almost 
similar to the incre;.:se in the distance between the Sun and 
the p lanet~s .. 

We have already ·n1entioned the Sun's tidal force which 
prevented th·e formation of condensations until the dust 
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particles assembled into a flattened disc with an increased 
density of matter. 1\ sin1ilar tidal fort~e was influenced by 
the planets on th·e satellites originating around them. The 
tidal force grows with greater rapidity the nearer the satel
lites are to the central body; consequently, swarms of par
ticles cannot exist in the immediate vicinity of the central 
body and, therefore, cannot originate there. 

The denser the swarm, the greater the mutual gravita
tional attraction between its particles and the more it can 
approach the c-entral body without disintegrating. A swarm 
of a density equal to that of the central body would be dis .. 
rupted by tidal forces, if it approached to within two and a 
half tim·es its radius. This distanc-e is known as the Roche 
limit. 

The Roche lin1it holds good for swarms and loose bod
ies, the particles of which are not linked by molecular 
force but are held together only by gravitational force. 
Solid bodies can safely enter the Roche limit, provided 
their dimensions do not exceed a f.ew hundred miles. But 
at the same time rarefied swarms may be disrupted under 
tidal force at distances much greater than the Roche 
limit. 

The formation of Saturn's rings, located within the 
Roche limit, is undoubtedly linked with Saturn's tidal force. 
Probably part of the flattened s'''arm surrounding Sa
turn penetrated within th·e Roche limit. Consequ·ently, the 
matter in this part of th·e swarm could not agglomerate 
into a single body to becom:e a satellite, but remained in 
the form of a flat ring, composed of a multitude of separ1ate 
particles. But it is also probable that there is another rea .. 
son, that perhaps s·everal thousands of millions of years 
ago, a newly formed and still crumbly satellite was drawn 
withi·n the Roche limit du·e to Saturn's conti-nually increas
ing mass*; here it disintegrated and formed the ring. 

* As the mass of the central body gradually increases, ~he orbital 
radius of the satellite moving around it .decreases, and vice versa, 
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The farther away from the planet the lesser the frac
tion of the particles' m·echanical energy tran·sformed into 
heat, resulting in conditions fac.ilitating the formation of 
satellites \Vith a retrograde movement. Indeed, Jupiter's 
and Saturn's satellites with retrograde rnovetnent are very 
distant frcnn their primaries. Also far removed from its pri
mary is Neptune's retrograde satellite. But in 1950 Neptune 
was found to have yet another satellite still farther from 
the planet and, nonetheless, with a direct m-otion. However, 
this satellite's hugely elongated orbit and its clos.e location 
to the planetary orbit and not to the equatorial orbit sug
g·ests that it was captured by the planet. 

Perhaps originally it moved around the Sun, not Nep
tune, but could approach Neptune. At one of such approaches 
some cause slowed do\\'n its movement to the extent 
that its kinetic energy was insufficient for it to overcome 
~eptun·e's attraction and .again move away, and it began 
to revolv·e around Neptune. True, this is only conjecture, 
and further investigation of the satellite's origin is called 
for. 

* * * 
Academician Schtnidt's theory follows the main trend of 

materiaEst cosmogony, the trend of l(ant .and I...aplac-e, who 
envisaged the formation of the solar system from an ex
tended cloud of diffuse matter. But ·ev·en with regard to 
the motion of the bodies in the solar system (let alon·e the 
problem of th·eir composition and in·ner structure, which. 
Kant and La place did not examin·e at all), Schmidt's theory 
differs in principle in that it investigates the process of the 
transformation of mechanical energy into heat, a process 
which, as we have already said, conditions the direction of 
the evolution of the primordial cloud. 

It is interesting that Kant correctly outlined the evolu
tion of the revolving dust cloud. But he could not substan
tiate his outline, which is quite understandable if one re
calls the level of science at the middle of the 18th century. 

,; 
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In the 19th and 20th centuries repeated attempts were made 
to substantiate it, but all failed, due to a mechanistic ap
proach to investigation and disregard for the transition of 
m·ech.anical energy into other form~s. lnci.dentally, -in th·e 70's 
of the last century, Fr~eder-ick Eng~els \\':rote of the decisive 
role of this process: 

" ... The lif·e process of a solar system presents itself as 
an interplay of attraction and repulsion, in which attrac
tion gradually n1ore and ·more ·gets the upper hand o\ving 
to repulsion being radiated into space in the form of heat 
and thus more. and n1ore becon1ing lost to th·e system."* 

In Schmidt's theory. Ua:\ transformation of mechanical 
energy into heat is clccorded due attention, hence its suc
cess in explaining the prin1ordial cloucfs evolution ctnd its 
transfortnation into a srnall nurnber of large hodies, in ex
plaining the basic la\vs of planetary n1otion. 

4. THE ORIGIN OF THE CIRCUM-SOLAR GAS-DUST CLOUD 

The problen1 df the origin of th·e gas .. du~t cloud sur
rounding the Sun is incomparably n1ore difficult than that 
of its further evolution. The appearance of the cloud is a 
process related to a still more remote past than that of 
planete:try fortnation. The cloud's conversion into a systetn 
of planets, asteroids, meteorites, con1ets and meteoric parti
cles lu1s to sotne extent pfTaccd the traces of its own gen
e~is. Because of this, an ana lysis of the structure of the 
solar 'system and the cornp.os.ition .of its elements, \vh.ich 
resulted in establishing th·e planets' origin from the gas
dust cloud that had once surrounded th.e Sun, has so far 
yielded but meagre information as to the origin of this 
matter. 

The problem of the cloud's origin is closely bound up 
with the still unsolved problems of the origin of the Sun 
and the oth·er stars. Currently, A,mbartsumyan, Gurevich, 

• F. En gels, Dialectics of Nature, EngJish ed., 1946, pp. 40-41. 
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L·ebedinsky, Fesenkov, and other Soviet HstronoJners and 
also many astronomers abroad are successfully elaborating 

Fig. 11. Dark (dust) and light (dust and gas) nebulae 
against the background of the galaxy. 

stellar cosmogony, but at the pr·esent rr1oment stellar cos
mogony laC'ks a <.~ommon point of view with regard to the 
original state of the matter of which stars are made, or to 
the process of their making. Due to this circumstance, 
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astronomers are still divided as to the origin of the gas
dust cloud surrounding the Sun. 

In the Galaxy, the st(-:'llar systetn including our Sun, inter-
stellar space is not a void; it is filled with diffuse matter, 
more or less rarefied, in a gaseous and dust state. Gas 
atoms are emitted from the surfac-e of the stars, and, some 
distance away from them in the frigid zones of inter-stellar 
space, they partia11y fuse into molecules, som·e of which 
condense into dust particles. 

On the one hand, in the Galaxy a process of dissipation 
of matter by the stars and other heavenly bodies is under 
way, on the oth·~r, heavenly bodi-es are bcin·g formed from 
diffuse -matter. Astrono.1nical achiev-ements confront cos
mogony with the necessity of examining the complex and 
multifold interaction of large bodies and diffuse matter. 
Ambartsumyan, Vorontsov-Veliaminov, Parenago, Shain, 
and other Soviet astronom-ers have obtained a wealth of 
data concerning the structure of inter-stellar gas and dust 
clouds. 

In their motion in the Galaxy, the stars, tog-eth-er with 
our Sun, pass through hug·e clouds of inter-stellar gas and 
dust. Academician Schmidt has shown that,~ in favourable 
conditions, they tTiay capture a portion of the substance of 
these clouds. For this it is n·ecessary that during a star's 
encounter with the cloud, the attraction of any other star 
in the vicinity should strongly retard their relative move
ment. Part of the cloud's substanc-e may begin to revolve 
around the first star. Other Soviet astronom·ers have shown 
that the capture may b·e caused not oRly by force of attrac
tion, but also by the diminishing speed during collisions of 
dust particles in the vicinity of the Sun (Agekyan), under 
the action of radiation pressure (Radzievsky) and other 
causes. 

Sev·eral years ago, when beginning to elaborate his 
theory, Schmidt suggested that the capture could take 
place when the Sun, in its moving in the Galaxy and 
its participating in its rotation, accidentally encountered 
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a gas-dust nebula. But, as calculations showed, in thes~ 
conditions, which are similar to those in the present vi
cinity of the Sun, the chances of capture are slight because 
the Sun's velocity is, as a rule, extremely great in re
lation to inter-stellar clouds, averaging approximately 12 
miles per second. Soviet astronomers have establish·ed that, 
as a rule, stars originate not singly, but in clusters. Accord
ing to one hypoth·esis they are formed from inter-stellar 
gas-dust clouds. The newly formed stars in such a cluster 
would have comparatively low velocities both relative to 
each ojther and also to the remnants of the gas.-dust cloud 
from which they derived. If the Sun originated in this way 
then, in its early stages, the chance to capture a cloud of 
gas and dust particles was millions of times greater than 
now. 

At the present time Schmidt holds that the circum
solar cloud originated at sotne stage of the existence of 
the Sun through the capture of inter-stellar matter. Cap
ture supplies th·e explanation for the peculiar distribution 
of th·e mass and angular momentum between Sun and 
planets, something which none of the ~earlier cosmogonic 
hypoth·eses had succeeded in doing. In the event of a cap· 
ture, the angular momentutn of th·e cloud, and hence of 
the planets, is not directly conn·ected with the Sun's mo
mentum. It is derived from the angular momentum pertain
ing to the rotation of the stars and inter-stellar gas-dust 
clouds around the centre of the Galaxy, i.e., from the total 
store of the angular momentum of the entire Galaxy. 

In the opinion of other astronomers, the pri·mordial cloud 
came into being sitriultaneously with the Sun. Thus, Acad
emician Fesenkov believes the planets to have been formed 
from diffuse matter detached from the Sun in the process 
of its origin from an inter-stellar :gas-dust condensation. 
He writes, "Before becoming a star, i.e., continuing to con
tract intensively, the Sun must have lost a considerable 
quantity of matter roughly in the equatorial plane, wh!cb 
due to the excessive sp·eed of rotation could not collect into 
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one body."* Since th-e process of the Sun's formation has 
so far been insufficiently studied, this hyp-othesis cannot 
be forn1ulated in greater detail. 

The Sun's equator does not coincide now with the cen
tr;Jl plane of the solar system, but is inclined towards it 
at 6'). If the initial cloud was captured by the Sun, then 
tlH~ central plane of this cloud is not bound up \vith the 
direction of the Sun's previous rotation, and its. pres·ent 
rotation is the product of the sun1 of its previous rotation 
and the rotation acquired front the bodies and particles 
that fell ·on to it. ln this -cas~e, the Su-n's present equator 
should not necessarily coincide with the cloud's central 
plan·e; the proximity of the equator to the central plane 
shows thflt the role of the previous rotation is small at pres
ent, while that of the fall-out is g-reat. If one accepts the 
sirriultancous f orrriCttion of the Sun and the initial cloud, 
then the inclination of the Sun's equator to the cloud's 
central pJane necessitates a special explanation. 

And so \Ve have t\vo hypotheses as to the origin of the 
gas-dust cloud surrounding the Sun; the cloud's origin 
due to the capture by the Sun of a gas-and-dust sub
stance fron1 surrounding space, and its separation from the 
gas-dust condensation, which gave rise to the Sun itself. 

The proponents of the hypothesis of the sitnultaneous 
formation of the Sun and the cloud usually maintain 
its 111ass to be not far short of the Sun's present mass, i.e., 
far bigger than the aggregate mass of the planets. The 
evolution of such a 1nassive gas-and-dust cloud proceeds 
in a different way from that propounded in Sclunidt's 
theory, which postulates, as n1entioned above, that the 
cloud's n1ass is but slightly greater than the aggregate 
n1ass of the planets. Moreover, we shall encounter grave 
difficulties in explaining, in particular, the planets' chemical 
composition (see further, "Composition of the Planets''). 

* V. G. F~senkov, Origin and Evolution of H eaven/y Bodies in 
the Light of Modern Data. 
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· If, on tl~oe other thand, we agree that the mass of the pri
tnordial cloud was not great, then, irrespective of hypo
theses as to its origin, an ana lysis of its further evolution, 
an analysis of planetary fortTJation, provides an expla
nation of the structure of the solar svsten1 and furnishes 

ol 

much of value for a correct c.onception of the Earth~s 
structure and development. Furthcrntore, this ana lysis is of 
help in studying the origin of the Sun and thP cloud 
itself. · 

The long existence of the planetary system around the 
Sun notably restricts hypotheses on the Sun's evolution 
throughout this period. Thus, as the author of this book 
showed recently, it refutes the hypoth~sis that the Sun 
appeared in the forn1 of a very bright star with a mass five 
to ten tim·es greater than now, and that during the process 
of its for1nation the planetary systetn originated. 

5. THE COMPOSITION OF, THE PLANETS 

Similarities in the chemical composition of the Sun's 
upper layers and of the Earth have always been adduced 
to confirm the viev.r of the separation of planetary matter 
from the Sun. But in r·ec·ent years data have been obtained 
on the quantitative chemical con1position of many stars and 
nebulae. It has been found that stars, nebuhte and inter
stellar matter alike have a similar chemical composition, 
with th·e comparative proportion of atoms of chemical ele· 
tnents in then1 being approxi~atcly equal. This is one of the 
manifestations of the material unity of the universe. Hence, 
the cloud surrounding the Sun n1ust possess the same 
chemical composition both if captured from without and if 
separated from the Sun. 

The most abundant ch·ernical element in the un·iverse is 
hydrogen, H (90% of the total nu.mber of atoms), with the 
inert gas helium, He (9%), \vhich does not enter into 
chetnical compounds, second, and oxygen, 0, nitrogen, N, and 
carbon, C, respectively third, fourth and fifth (aggregating 
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roughly 0.3%). Silicon and the metals are infinitely scarcer. 
Where physical conditions permit association of atoms 
into molecules, hydrogen molecules, tl2, are formed; hy
drogen compounds with other atoms existing in great num
ber, i.e., oxyg·en, nitrogen, carbon, c·ome into being to 
form molecules of water, I-·1~0, alnmonia, NI-Ia, and 
methane, CH4, and also molecules of carbon dioxide, C02. 
J.n this way ma.ny volatil~e ~substances are forme·d, existing 
in a solid state only at very low temperatures. Because of 
the small quantity of atoms of silicon and th·e .metals, very 
few mole·cules of rocky substanc·es* are formed. 

Study of the physical and chemical processes that went 
on during the conversion of th·e initial cloud surrounding 
the Sun into separate planets makes it possible to explain 
the differences in planetary constitution and composition. 
The division into terrestrial and giant planets can be ex
plained as follo\vs. When the primordial cloud took the form 
of a flattened disc, it became extremely opaque. The Sun's 
rays no longer pen.etrated into the parts of this disc farther 
away from the Sun, with the result that the temperature of 
the particles dropped to 270° C (3° above absolute zero), 
but the part n·earer th·e Sun was heated by its rays. 

Hence in the vicinity of the Sun there could exist only 
particles of refractory rock and metal substances. At the 
same time, far away from th·e Sun, in th·e frigid outer Z·one 
of the disc, the particles grew b}' accretion and freezing 
of the gases in the cloud surrounding the Sun (Fig. 12). 
Thes·e were hydrogen, m·ethane, ammonia, vapour, carbon 
dioxide and oth~r related molecules. When particles com
posed of these substanc-es penetrated into th·e disc's inner 
zone they rapidly evaporated.** As a result, in the vicin-

• Rocky substances chiefly consist of silicon and metal oxides ( SiOt, 
FeO, Ft::20s, MgO, Al;!Os, etc.). 

•• In cosmic space, where pressure is virtually nil, substances 
cannot exist. in a liquid state. Therefore, when the temperature of the 
particles rose, the substances did not fuse but vapourized i.e., passed 
from a solid to a gaseou.s sta,te. ' 
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ity of the Sun, the comparatively small terrestrial planets 
took shap·e from rocky substanoes, while at a great distance 
formation of the remote planets, composed of lighter sub-
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Fig. I 2. Variation in particle dimension and cornpo
sition in th<:~ inner Hnd outer zones of the dust disc. 
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Fig. 13. Ternperature distribution in the cloud, and planetary 
division into two groups. 

stances, took place (Fig. 13). Spectographical observations 
show that the at~mosph·eres of the distant pJa,nerts r-e.ally 
contain much methane and ammonia. Without doubt Piu
to's small dimensions are due to its being on the extreme 
outer fringe .of lh·e planetary system, but in composition it 
should be placed in the group of giant planets. 
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w.e see that the differenc·e in co,mposition and mass of 
the two groups of planets is due to the chemical properties 
of the elen1ents and their compounds, their ability to con
dense into solid particles at certain tetnperatures. 

It. is these satne properties that explain the peculiarities 
of the Earth's chemical composition, which previously were 
a riddle. For exampl·e, the Earth contains 10,000 times 
more oxygen than nitrogen (the Earth as a whole and not 
only its atmospher.e). At the same time, the Sun and the 
univ·erse in gern·eral have but th.ree 1o fiv.e ti,mes ·more oxygen 
than n·itrog·en. The explanation i\s that, chemically, oxyg·en is 
highly active, ·while nitro.gen is passive. Oxides, that is, 
oxygen compounds, are the main component of the rocky 
solid particles from which the Earth was formed, while 
compounds of chemically passive nitrogen are found in 
them in only a negligible quantity.* Practically all the ni
trogen remained in the eircun1-solar cloud. 

The Earth has a still gr·ea ter dearth of the inert gases, 
neon, krypton an xenon,** which, in general, do not com
pound che·mically. 

The Earth has thousands of millions of times less neon 
than the stars and the nebulae, hundreds of ·millions of 
times less krypton, and hundreds of thousands of times 
less xenon. 

Ea_rlier cosmogonic hypotheses, which in.ferred planetary 
formation from splashes· of hot solar gases, explained the 

• Though rocks contain only very small quantities of nUrogen, 
while air is almost 80 per cent of nitrogen, nonetheless, most of the 
Earth's nitrogen is concentrated ~n its .interior. The reason for 4his is 
that the atmosphere comprises .but a million~h ol the Earth's entire 
mass. 

** We do not mention helium and argon, since they are formed 
abundantly on Earth through tihe decay of ra-dioactive ele1nents. Ac
cording to the latest data, however, neon, krypton and xenon are also 
formed in negligible quantities as by-products of radioactive break· 
up. Thus, all the inert gases were not initial constituents of the Earth; 
they originated later in the evolution of terrestrial matter. 
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division of the planets into two groups as follows. Hydro
gen and helium compris·e the greater part of solar matter, 
and originally lar.ge quantities of these light gases entered 
into the composition of all th·e planets along with heavier 
chemical elements. But the massive giant planets, due to 
th·eir great surface gravitation, were able to retain the 
atoms and mol·ecules ·of these gases, while the small ter
restrial plan·ets, with their much lesser gravitation, lost 
them. 

It was maintained that whil·e the planets were still in 
a hot state, with a conse·quent very rapid motion of the gas 
atoms, the lighter (and therefore .more ·mobile) atoms of 
hydrogen and helium succeeded in escaping from the ter
restrial plan·ets almost entirely, the atoms of the somewhat 
heavier elements only partially, while the atoms of mediu·m 
and heavy elements were fully retained. When these planets 
cooled, the rocky substances (constituting the bulk of their 
mass) originated, whereas when the giant planets cooled, 
part of the hydrogen reacted with other chemical elements 
to form such hydro.gen-rich compounds as ·methane and am
monia. 

Henc~e, the re1son for the differe·nce in the chemical com
position of the plan·ets was seen in t~he difference of their 
masses, in the difference of their gravitation which prevented 
the dissipation of the light gases. In recent years, this view 
has encountered two insuperable obs~acles: first, the dis
covery of an atmosphere on Saturn's satellite, Titan, and, 
second, the theoretical investigation of the dissipation 
process. 

In 1944, the American astronomer Kuiper discovered 
that Titan has a mighty atmosphere, composed of methane 
and, apparently, ammonia. Titan is a small body its mass 
is 40 times less than that of the Earth. Its gravitation is 
slight and even in a cold state, let alone in a hot one, is 
incapable of retaining hydrogen. What is more, even 
methane, which is eight times heavier than hydrogen, is 
hardly retained at present by Titan, though its temperature, 
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due to its great distance from the Sun, is very low (about 
-150° ·C). M·ethane would quickly dissipaite into space if 
the temperature of Titan's surface rose 100 or 150°, i.e., 
to oo C. 

Discovery of a methane-am.monia a tm·osphere on Titan 
has shown that .the presence of such atmosph·eres on the 
giant planets has nothing to do with their large mass and 
that there are bodies in 1he solar system which nev·er were 
in a h·ot state. 

The view persisted for years that at :high t·emperaltures 
the dissipation of the light gases fron1 gaseous masses must 
have proceeded at a sufficiently fast paeoe, and that this 
m-ight be th·e reason for the different cotnposition of the two 
groups of planets. In 1950, ShkJ.ovsky established tha,t the 
early conclusions l1ad been based on a wr·ong application 
to gaseous masses of formulae r·elated to another case of 
gas ·dissipation, that of th·e .dissipati~on o,f an at·mospher·e 
under gravitation of the soJi.d body ·of a planet. ln the 
case of a gaseous mass held together by its own 
gravitational force, there would either be the dissipation of 
th·e whole mas1s, with·out sortin·g the gases accor.diin:g 
to atomic weight, or the pr·oc·ess would be so slow that, 
f.or the light elements 'to disperse and the heavier to re
main, a period hundreds of rt:im·es gr·eater than the age of 
the solar system would have been required. 

With knowledge of the solar composition on·e can com
pute how much hydrogen, h.elium and oth·er light elernents 
should b·e added to 1the Earth's substance to :make it similar 
to the Sun's substance. The addition would have to be sev
eral dozen times the mass of the Earth as it is today,* i.e., 
the gaseous agglomeration would have to be more .massive 
than Uranus and Neptune. Bu~t th·ese planets, as is known, 

• · According to the latest data, hydrogen and helium comprise 
98 per cent of the solar substance (in mass), an other elements ac
counting for only 2 per cent. 
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have not lost t·he light gas·es th-ey retain them in enor
mous quantities. 

Despi·te these very serious objections to the idea that rthe 
difference in mass and chemical composition of the planets 
i,s b~ou-nd up \Vith th.e dissipation· of gases, it i·s still cu.rrent 
in modern cosmogonic hypotheses. The assumption that the 
primordial cloud had a very great mass leads to the con
clusion that it must ·have splintered in,to large :gas-dust 
conden1sations, far more massive than the pcr-esent planets. 
The American astronom-er, Kuiper, who in 1950 be·gan to 
investigate the origin of the solar syst·e-m, claims that the 
condensation w.hich gave rise to Jupiter ("Proto-Jupiter") 
was three times as .massiv·e as Jupiter is now, while "proto
Earrt:h'' was 120 times more massive than the Earth of to
day. Academician Fesenkov shar·es this view. The dissipa
tion in space of a large part of the matter, needed to reduce 
these massive gas-dust "proto-plan·ets" to plane·ts, can be 
explained, according to Kuiper, by the proto-plan·ets becom
ing heated during their contraction. Kuiper disregarded at 
first the objecti0ns -mentioned abov·e, althoug~h it was he 
wh·o discovered the atmosp.here on Titan. 

Of late, the difficulties of explaining the origin of the 
planets' !Small satellites, and of the asteroids, lhave forced 
Kuiper to alter his views somewhat, and to bring them 
closer to the views expressed in Schmidt's theory. 

The vast difference in .th·e Earth's oxygen and nitrogen 
con'tent, mentioned above, and the enormous dear;f:,h of 
inert gas.es show that not dissipation, but quite different 
causes c·onditioned the Earth's composi1tion. Oxygen and 
nitrogen have almost the same atomic weight and .should, 
therefore, dissipate with almost the same sperd. If the ni
trogen deficit can be explained by dissipation, then 
there would be little left of oxygen. Kryp'ton and xenon 
atoms are much heavier than the molecules of water, oxygen 
and nitrogen. Were dissipation possible, these lighter 
gases would have dissipated much earlier than krypton and 
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xenon. And yet the Earth has them in great quantities, where
as the shortage of krypton and xenon is colossal. These 
characteristics of the Earth's composition -result from its 
being formed of solid dust particles, of substances which, 
under the temperatures prevailing in the Earth's inner zone 
of the solar-disc nebulae, were in a solid and not gaseous 
state. We can be shown that ~the peculiar features of the 
other planets and their satellites were also conditioned by 
the temperatures at the time of their forn1ation. 

The densities of the terrestrial p.Ianets range betwe·en 
3.9 gr/cm3 for Mars and 5.5 gr/cm3 for the Earth (see Table 
1). The density ·of tthe Moon, also form~ed from the sub
stance of the cl·oud':s inner zone, is 3.3 gr/cm3 • Were we to 
arrange these bodies in the order of their mass, we would 
see that for the Moon, Mars, Venus and iilhe Earth, there is 
a regular growth of the mean density (3.3, 3.9, 5.1 and 
5.52), except for Mercury, Wlhich, although half the mass 
of Mars, is almost of 1N1,e same densi'ty as the Earth, a}. 
though th·e latter i£ 18 times more massiv·e. 

Calculations based on ·curr.ent conce·pti·ons of the nature 
of the Earth's solid core (seep. 74) show that the Moon, Mars, 
Venus and the Eanth have tthe same ch·emical composition. 
and an unequal averag·e density is due to differences in in
terior pressure. T1he ,]ar·ger the body, th~e gr,eater its gravi
tation, and lihe greater the pressure- of the outer layers on 
th~e interior, compressing the substances there to a hi.gh 
density. As for Mercury, it consists of a heavier substance. 
It is t~he planet 11earest the Sun and, because of this, it was 
formed of strongly heated solid particles which retained 
only the most refractory substanc.es. Th·e more ~refractory 
substances are usually the heavier ones. 

It is worth noting that bodies consisting of rocky 
matter, heavier even than the Earth's substance in an 
uncompressed state, are found also in the zone of the 
remote planets. These are Jupiter's two satellites, Io and 
Europa. 

Jupiter's four main satellites, discovered by Galileo 
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have essentially different densities* (Table 5). The difference 
in density is in no way conn·ected with the differe-nce in 
mass of the satellites, which irn any case a~e too .small for 
their internal pressure to essentially affect density of the 
substanc·e. T;he difference is connected with the distance of 
the satellites from Jupiter the nearer the satellite to the 
primary, the greater its den~sity. Io and Europa, the two 

Table 5 

DENSITY OF .JliPITER'S MAIN SATELLITES 

Narne of 
satellite 

Io • • • • 

Europa. • • 

Ganymede • 

Callisto • • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

• • 

Moo;I . . . . . . 

• 

• 

• 

• 

]) istanc~ frorn 
Jupiter (Jupi· 

ter's radius==!) 

r>.9 
9.4 

15.0 
2G.4 

-

Mass compared 
with Earth 

0.0121. 
0.00i9 
0.0260 
0.01(;2 

0.01.23 

I J) . t . 
I C'HSI y, lO 

gr. per cu. 
COl 

4.0B 
3.78 
') ~l,.. ..... , a 
2.06 

satellites nearest to Jupiter, have a greater density than the 
Moon. But while the Moon is made of the same substance 
as the Earth, these satellites are composed of a heavier 
substance, though not as heavy as that of M·ercury. The 
slight density of Jupiter's remote satellites Ganymede 
and Callisto shows that rocky substances comprise less 
than half their mass. The remainder of the substance 
must be light, similar, for instance, to solid carbonic 
dioxide. 

These data on the densities and composition of Jupiter's 
satellites show that Jupiter's surface \Vas hot \\~hen the sat
ellites originated. As we have seen, the Sun's radiation 

The densities of Jupiter's othe·r eight satellite·s are unknown. 
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varied the temperature in the inn·er and outer pams of the 
initial solar-disc nebula, thus dividing the planets into 
tw~o .groups. Jupiter'·s radiation produced a similar effect. 
The heat in the inner part of the swarm of particles sur
rounding Jupiter \vas greater than in the outer parts, re
sulting in a zonal differentiation in the ch·emica.l compo
sition of the particles, l·eadin·g in turn to diff·erences in the 
composition ,of the satellites. What is rnore, just as the 
remote planets, whi0h are composed of volatile as well as 
rocky substances, proved to be much more massive than 
the rocky terrestri31 planets, so with Jupiter the mass of 
the two remoter s&tellites is gr·eater than that of the two 
that are nearer. 

At present, Jupiter's visible surface, i.e., the surfac.e of 
the layer of clouds floating in its atmosphere, is cold. Jupi
ter's interior .may be !hot, but the heat flux from the interior 
to the surface is so negligible that tt cannot be measured. 
The high ten1perature which prevailed in Jupit·er at th·e timie 
i1ts satellites originated is connected with its e·n·ormou~ mass. 
Even when its· mass was half what it is now, Jupiter exe.rt·ed 
a powerful attraction on the particles and bodies that 
fell on it. They plunged into its upper layers at terrific 
sp·eed an.d th~e tran1sformati·on of their kin~etic ener,gy into h·eat 
gave rise to considerable warmth. The high densities 
of Jupiter's nearer satellites and the diminishing 
of their densities the farther away they are, constitute an 
after-effect of this warming up, which has remained to 
this day. 

The giant planets also vary in density (see Table I). By 
comparing their density and mass, w·e can see without cal
culations that the difference in density is caused by differ
ent chemical composition. Jupiter and Saturn are far ·more 
massive than Uranus and N=eptune, \h.enee the-ir inner pres
sure is gr·eatter than ·in u,ranu·s and Neptu~n.e. At the sam.e 
time, the density of Jupiter and Saturn is less than that of 
Uranus and N·eptun·e; hence they are made of a lighter .sub
stance. 
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Uranus and Neptun·e have practically the same mass, 
but Neptune has a noticeab:ly greater density than Uranus; 
it follows, therefore, 'that Neptune's substanc·e is heavier 
than that of Uranus. in cotnparing Jupiter and Saturn, we 
see that Saturn's lesser density can be explained by its 
smaller mass and less-er internal pressure, so that without 
special calculations one cannot know whether the two plan
ets are of the same or different composition. 

Wit.h a knowledge of the compressibility of different 
substances under l1igh pressure·, we can calcu1late the dimen
sions a sphere of this substance might have, were it of a 
quantity ~equal to Jupit·er's mass. All substances, save 
hydrogen, will produce spheres sn1aller in size than Jupi .. 
ter and only hydrogen, N a:ture's lightest substance, will 
produce a somewhat larger sph·ere. This m·eans that Jupiter 
consists of hydr~gen with an admixture of 1heavier chemical 
elements. 

Laboratory investigation of the behaviour of different 
substances has been conducted only under pressures up 
to 100,000 or 200,000 attTiospheres. But at the centre of 
Jupiter and the other planets, the pressures are of the order 
of many millions of atmospheres and, therefore, in studying 
the internal structure and composition of the giant planets, 
we must resort to theoretical con1putations of the com
pressibility of hydrogen and other substances. Under pres
sures of tens and hundreds of millions of atmospheres, the 
atoms' electronic shells are completely "crushed." Th~ com
pressibility of substances in such conditions can be com
puted with adequate accuracy. But under pressures of a few 
million atmospheres, the atoms' electronic shells are only 
deformed, and not destroyed, which makes theoretical com
putation of compressibility exceedingly difficult and unre
liable. 

Calculations show that Jupiter must have not less tha.n 
50 and perhaps 85 per cent hydrogen content. As to Saturn, 
similar calcu.lations showed it to have somewhat less 
hydrogen (not rnore than 75 per cent), and some\vhat ·more 
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of the heavier elemen,ts. Nevertheless, due to its smaller 
mass and lower internal p·r·essure, Saturn's density is less 
than that of Jupiter. If we turn to Uranus and Neptune, 
the hydrogen content continues to diminish, while that of 
t1he heavier elements incr.eases. 

If w,e omit the differenc·e in composition between Uran
us and N.eptune, w·e would get the impression that hydro
gen content increas·es with the plan·et',s mass. But if we 
take this difference in.to consideration, we shall plainly see 
that the reason is not so much t.he planet's mass as its 
distance from the Sun. 

The greater the distance of a planet frotn the Sun, the 
greate·r is 1t1h·e ~ircumference of th·e belt of the gas-dust 
cloud (disc), along which the planet's substance was orig
inally distributed, and the greater the width of this belt 
(we recall that the distance between the neighbouring plan-
etary orbits increases the farther they are from the Sun). 
From Jupiter's zon·e to that of N·eptu·ne the substance's 
density dropped simulta!neou:sly with t:he speed of th·e cloud's 
evolution and of planetary forn1ation. 

Hydrogen could freeze to the hard particles only when 
their temperature was below 270cC, i.e., only when 
the inner side of the gas-dust cloud had fully blocked the 
Sun's rays to the zone of the giant planets. As the dust 
condensations in the cloud, and subsequently the numerous 
"embryos" of the terrestrial . planets took shape, so did 
the interior of the cloud become more and more trans
parent. 

When the Sun's •rays pen.etrated to the part far away 
from the Sun, the hydrogen evaporate·d fully from the dust 
particles and the small·er fragments of the planetary "em
bryos," and partly from the surface of relatively large "em
bryos." In these conditions, the somewhat later formation of 
the remoter giant planets (compar·ed witlh those closer) 
entailed a progressive decrease in the hydrogen content 
from Jupiter to t\eptune. 
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6. ASTEROIDS, METEORITES AND COMETS 

Corresponding to the two planetary groups formed from 
the dust cloud's inner and outer zones of different chemical 
composition are two other 
groups of the smaller bodies 
of the solar system. As 
we have seen . in the chap
ter "Academician Schmidt's 
Theory of Planetary Forma
tion," a feature of the ear 1 y 
stages of the dust cloud's 
evolution was the formation 
and disintegration of nutner-
ous planetary embryos, and 
the accumulation of new bodies 
from the fragments. The aster-
oids, meteorites and comets 
are the remnants of these a 
bodies. But whereas asteroids 

' 

and meteorites relate to the 
inner zone of the cloud, the 
zone heated by the Sun, and 
consist therefore of rock sub-
stances, the comets take shape 
in the zone of the giant plan
ets, and their cores are com
posed chiefly of frozen gases. 
There is a whole belt of aster
oids in the wide gap between 
the orbits of Mars and Jupi
ter on the demarcation line 
between the terrestrial and 
giant planets. Some of them 

F 

b 

Fig. 14. Radiation pr(lssure of 
a sun ray on an immobile par
ticle (a) and on a moving par
ticle (b). In the second case, 
force (F) has a component di
rected against the particle's 

movement. 

travel along elongated paths and enter the zone of the 
terrestrial planets, as, for instance, the asteroids Amour and 
Adonis; others, the zone of the distant planets, as, for 
instance, the asteroid Hidalgo. but the bulk of the asteroids 
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never go beyond the confines of this gap (Fig. 14). The 
asteroids range from bodies hundreds of miles in diameter 
to less than a mile, the smaller ones coming closer and 
closer to what is known as meteoric bodies. · 

Th·e smaJier tihe asteroids, and also meteor bodies, the 
• 

more th·ere are of them. Since met.eor bodies are small, t;hey 
are not visible in intcr-plan·etary space; we see them only 
wh·en tlJ.cy collide with th·e Earth, viz., div·e into it1s at·mos
phere and, h·eating up and disintegrating, produce the flash 
of the "shooting star." The ren1n.ants of 1he slow, larger 
m·eteor bodies, with diameters of dozens of centimetres and 
even of several n1etres, \vhich enter the Earth's atmosphere 
at the relatively lo\v speed of 9-12 miles per second, 
sometim·es reach th·e Earth in th·e form of meteorites, thus 
enabling us t() study their peculiar structure an;d ch·em.ical 
composition. The fragmentary structure of numerous -me
teorites graphically shows rihat their substance has passed 
again and again through processes of disint(~gration and 
agglomeration (Fig. 15). 

It ha1s been suggested that the ast~eroids and m·eteorit,as 
had th·eir origin in the explosion of a large planet that 
once moved betw.een the .orbits of Mars and Jupiter, but no 
physical explanation of the explosion has been offered. 
Furthermore, this hypothesis does not explain the variety 
in the asteroids' orbits and the tneteorites' structural 
characteristics. 

According to Schn1idt's theory the substance of the aster
oids and meteorites never constituted one single body. The 
dust cloud gav·e rise to many bodi·es of the size of large 
asteroids (planetary "embryos"), while trheir collis.ions, 
accompanied by disintegration, resulted in the formation 
of smaller bodies. 

At th·e incipient stages ·of the clou,d's evolution, the fra·g
ments of the fractured "embryos" could form, together with 
dust and small particles, new condensations and bodies. 
But 'later, when the bulk of the substance had gone into the 
major planets, or had joined to the Sun, formation of new 
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agglomerations ceased, while destruction from collisions 
con,tinued. Wher·~as ther·e are no bodies of the asteroid type 
left inside the zone of the terrestria 1 planets (between 
their orbits), th·ere are still sev·eral thousand on its outer 
fringe, between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. But only 
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Fig. 15. A rneteorite with a fragrnentary structure. 

60-70 asteroids in all have a diameter of more than 60 
miles. The collisions of asteroids with one another and with 
meteoric bodies lead to their gradual disintegration-reduced 
dimensions and the decrease in the total of large bodies. 

The small asteroid fragments do not accumulate in 
inter-planetary space, but- fall continually on to the Sun, due 
to th·e press~re effeot of sunlight radiation. 

Radiation pressure acts on an im·mobile particle strictly 
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radially and only somewhat weakens the Sun's attraction. 
For v·ery small particles, of about 0.0005 mm in size, the 
radiation repulsion may ev.en exceed attraction. 

The matter is ·more complicated when we have particles 
movin·g around the Sun along circular ~orbits. The SUJ11's rays 
fall slightly in front of thes·e particles, due to light aberra
tions. Therefore, along with the force of repulsion th·ere 
a.ppea.rs a f·orce directed against the p·article's motion, i.e., 
a forc-e retarding its motion (Fig. 14). Du·e to retardation, 
the particle gradually draws nearer the S·un, moving spi
rally, evaporates in its heat, and eventually its substance 
joins to the Sun in the form of a sn1all vapour cloud.* 

It was presumed a f·ew y·ears back that due to th~e Poi.nt
ing-Robertson eff.ect much of the substance of the primor
dial cloud's in·n,er zon·e fell on to the. Sun. The particles 
joining with the Sun participated in th·e cloud's rotation, 
and it was rth·erefore considered that they tended to make 
the Sun rotate, as it does today, in th·e same direction. 
However, calculations carried out by V. S. Safronov in 
1955 proved that the fall-out of matter due to the Pointing
Robertson effect was relatively small and, thus, could not 
affect the Sun's rotation .. 

In ·OU•r day, as mentioned earlier, rr.adiative retardation 
prevent'S accumulation of small ast·eroid fragments, com
pels t:hem to approach the Sun along a spiral path and 
accede to irt. The smaller the particle, the faster is its 
approach to the Sun, taking, astronomically speaking, short 
periods of some 100 million y·ears for a body 1 cm in dia
meter and some 10 tnillio1n years for a body of 1 m.m i.n 

* As V. V. Radzievsky showed in 1950, the Sun's rays produce an 
analogous effect also on particles moving around a planet, compelling 
them ~o close up wjth the planet and fall on its surface. The nearer 
the planet is to the Sun the quicker this process. This is probably on~ of 
the main reasons why Mercury and Venus, the planets nearest to the 
Sun, have no satellites. Apparently, the particles that circled around 
them during their formation process fell on to their surf ace before 
they could accumulate into a large stable satellite. 
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diameter to reach the S:un's immediate vicinity from the 
asteroid belt. The ra-refied swarm of particles approaching 

:Jupiter 

Fig. 16. Asteroid orbits. 

the Sun reflects and diffuses sunlight and, as such, is one 
of the main sources of the faint. glow known as the Zodia
cal Light. 
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Modern telesc.opes do not p·ermit observation of such 
small bodies as asteroids if .farther from the Sun than 
Jupiter's orbit. Therefore of the small bodies that origin
ated in the zone of the giant planets and still exist, we can 
observe only those 1noving alo·ng elongated orbits and ·ev~en 
then only those whose perihelion (the point in the orbit 
nearest the Sun) is not more than two or three A. U. away 
from the Sun. These are the comets. 1 

a. b. 
Fig. 17. Structure of a con1et's '"ice'' core. a) The core 
of a cotnet which has not approached the sun. b) The 

core of a comet after several approache·s to 1the sun. 

Until recen~tly, most astronomers believed the comet's 
core to be a dense swarm of discrete particles. It was 
known that the comet's core could not be an imm·ense rare
fied swar~n, sinc·e it does not fall apart, in, its approach to 
the Su~n, under the latter's tidal forces. But i·n maintaining 
the co·met's c.ofle to ·be a dense swarm, i~nvestigator's ignored 
the fact that in such s.warms there ar·e bound to be colli
sions between th~e particles, with the transformation of 
meoh.an.ical en.ergy into heat. This, in turn, as A. D. Du
byago pointed out, leads to the swarm's ~rapid shrinkage 
and conve~sio·n into a solid body. lt is precisely .these solid 
bodies, composed of· frozen gases with a small admix~ure 
of rock particles, that constitute the comet's core (Fig. 17), 
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Fig. 18. A photograph of ~orehouse's comet, 1907. 
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usually ranging in diameter from several hundred metres 
to several kilometres. These are, in their way, huge "lumps" 
of snow and ice (not only of water but of various other 
substances), "contaminated" with rock admixtures. 

Among the Incmbers of the solar systen1 are thousands 
of con1ets inaccessible to modern m·ethods of observation 
since they never enter the inner parts of the planetary sys
tenl. Their paths are such that ·even the perihelia are far 
ren1oved from the Sun. They are not, therefore, wartned by 
its rays, preserving th-eir store of froz:en gases intact through
out thousands of millions of years. Some of these comets 
whose aphelia ;.Ire very far from the Sun, at distances of 
hundreds of thousands of astronomical units, change their 
orbits under the attraction of neighbouring stars. If th-e 
chang-ed orbit brings the con1et within tbe Sun's vicinity, 
its core begins to emit gases and we see the com-et take an 
exceedingly elongated, well-nigh parabolic path. 

Planetary attraction as a rule c-ontracts the orbit of such 
C·omets. T.he orbit chang·es in a pronounced way when the 
comet draws near the massive Jupiter. All the short-period 
comets rnaking up the so-called Jovian family acquired 
their present orbits as a result of their close approach 
to it. 

Th·e short-period comets disintegrate comparatively 
quickly, due to· the intensive evaporation of .gases from 
their cores. But when the outer layers of th·e con1·et's ice 
core evaporate, the rocky admixtures in the ice are partially 
drawn off \vit.h the gases, the remainder staying on the 
cor·e's surfac.e. to form a pr·otective layer preventing further 
rapid evaporation (Fig. 17, b). I·lenee there are short-period 
comets, for instance, Encke's comet, ·that have survived 
dozens of approaches to the Sun. 

The particles that leave the comet's core travel in a 
stream almost parallel to its orbit. Meteor showers, some
times very intensive, are to be observed when the Earth 
encounters such a swarm of particles. 
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The com·et's ice cores, containing m·ethane, amn1onia, 
water, carbon dioxide and kindred molecules, approximate 
in che1nical compos it ion the distant planets, both the former 
and the latter having originated from one and the san1e 
particles, remote from the Sun, of the original cloud. 

'7. THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH 

The first concepts of the Earth's inner structure origin
ated more than 20 centuries ago \vhen scientific knowl
edge was too imtnature to allow a correct approach to this 
problem. Greece \\"as one of the centres of scienee in an
cient titnes. In the mountains of Greece there are tnany 
water-flush·ed cav.es and rivers now flowing under the 
ground, now on the surface. Observation of the natural 
environrnent led Greek scientists to the belief that the 
bowels of the Earth were hollo\vs through \vhich water, 
air and fire circulated. This primitive view, which ascribed 
the structural characteristics of a small country to the 
entire globe, persisted, with only minor alterations, for 
more than 2,000 years. 

Only 200 years ago the French scientist Bouguer meas-~ 
ured mountain gravitation for the first time and concluded 
that the I~arth's interior 1nust be much denser than moun
tain n1atter. It was found through further measurements 
that th·e Earth consists of a substance, which, on the 
averag·e, is roughly fiv·e times heavier than water. And so 
it was proved that our planet is neither a hollow, nor a 
body filled with water. 

A cornparison between the Earth's mean density and that 
of its surface layers, and also measurement of the globe's 
oblateness confirmed that density of the Earth increases 
the closer to its core. Disco.very of this fact greatly in
fluenc-ed th·e further developm·ent of views on the globe's 
inner structur~e. 

A study of rocks, tnany of which originated due to the 
s-olidification of molten matter, and observation of vol-
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canic eruptions \\rhen molten lava emerges on to the 
Earth's surface, led the g·eologists of the late 18th century 
to conclude ~that the Earth's inner heat was of enormous 
importance. Thus, when Laplace postulated in his cosmo
gonic hypothesis that the Earth originated from an ag
glomeration of hot gases, the concept of the Earth as a body 
gradually cooling dovJnwards frorn the surface, with its 
original heat intaet inside, gained \Videspread recognition. 
In the early 19th century, most scientists maintained that 
the solid crust was from 30 to 60 miles thick, with a 
molten core below. 

Th·e y.ear 1839 s~w the publication in St. Petersburg of 
D. Sokolov's Course in Geognosy, in which he wr·ote, "In 
making geognostic facts conforn1 to. . . math·ematical 
facts,* we must, it seems, agree that our Earth is a spher
ical body, consisting of a solid crust and a hot liquid 
core; in this core, or better, in the globe's molten interior, 
the mine•ra]s are distributed according to thei.r relative 
weight, so that rig·ht in the middle there are metals with 
rock around them ... in the metal layers iron plays the 
main role as the ·tnost abundant metal in nature .... The 
globe's interior is therefore visualized as the hearth of a 
sm-elting furnace, with the m,etals c-ll\vays at the botto1n 
and 1he slag at the top." 

Thus in the past century there originated a concept of 
the Earth's internal structure, \Vhich prevailed until very 
recent times. 

. 
The erroneous view that the Earth's inner heat inipliecl 

an original molten state was frequently emphasized by 
Academician V. I. Ver.nadsky many years ago·. He wrote: 
" ... Atomic radivactive heat, and not th·e r·esidue heat of 

• Here D. Sokolov meant geological data and the results of math
ematical investigation of the flattening of rotating liquid bodies with 
different internal density distribution, proving that density is greater 
the closer to ~he Earth's centre. 
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the cooHng planet, as was believed until quite recently, 
is the main source of the heat which explains all the geo
logical processes taking place on the Earth.... Earlier 
this heat was explained by cosmogonic hypotheses about 
a once ·molten planet, which, unfortunately, are still taught 
in our schools." 

According to Academ-ician Schmidt's th.eory, the Earth, 
which gradually came into being thrGugh aggloimeration 
of solid particles, never passed through a molten stage. 
T1h~e hi.gh temperatures inside the E·3rth are due mainly 
to the accumulation of heat released through the break
down of radioactive elements and only slightly to the heat 
released in its formation process. 

The Earth's size was increased by the fall-out of par
ticles on io its surface. In this process the kin·etic en·ergy 
of the pa,rticl~es was transform·ed into h·eat. Acoor;ding as 
heat was g·en!erated on th·e surface, most of it escaped into 
spaoe, but a s.mall portion went to warn1 up the upper 
layer. At first, the waf'ming-up process gre·w with the 
increase in the Earth's mass, while its gravitational at
traction simultaneously increased the for~e. of impact. There
after, according as the matter dwindled and the process 
of growth slackened, the warming-up process faded. Ac
cording to V. S. S~fronov's calculations, the layers cur
rently at a depth of .some I ,500 miles should have reached 
the maximu·m temperature, which n1ight have exceeded 
1,000° C. But both th·e inside and the outside of the Earth 
were originally in a ·cold state. Thei·r h·eating up is wholly 
due to radi~oactive elements. 

The Earth's 1substance contai;n,s a small admixtur·e of ra
dioactive elem·ents: urani~um, thorium, radium and potas
sium.*. The atomic nuclei of these elements disintegrate 
contilnually, bec·oming the nucl·ei of other chemic~al ele
ments. In the disintegration each uranium or thorium atom 

• Not all potassium atoms are radioactive, ·but only those with the 
atomic weight of 40. 
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is transformed, (~omparatively quickly, into a whole se
ries of interrnediary radioactive atoms (radium atoms, in 
particular) eventually becoming a stable atom of one or 
another lead isotope* and several atoms of helium. Cal
cium and argon originate in the disintegration of potassium. 

l''herma I energy is generCitcd in the process of disinte
gration of radioactive elements. From the separate particles 
this heat ·easily eseapes outwards and dissipates in space. 
But \vhen the Earth, a body of enormous dimensions, took 
shape, thermal energy began to accumulate in its interior. 
Although in a unit of time, such as one year, very 
little ('nergy is generated in eaeh gramtne of the Earth's 
substance, nevertheless in the tthousunds of millions of 
vears of the Earth's existence, so much has been accumu-.. 
latcd that it has raised the temperature in its interior to 
several thousand degrees. According to Y. A. Lyubimova's 
calculations, the Earth's surface layers, from which the heat 
even now escapes slowly, have probably already passed the 
heat peak and are now cooling off, but deep in the interior 
of the Earth the heating process apparently still con
tinues. This storing of thermal energy in the interior in no 
wav influences the Earth's surface and the conditions of 

"' 

life on it, because surface temperature is conditioned not 
by the inner heat, but by that received from the Sun. Since 
the Earth is a bad thermal oonductor, the h·eat flux from 
the Earth's interior to the surface is 5,000 times less than 
the heat flux from the Sun. 

The Sun's substance also contains a small quantity of 
radio·activ~e elem·ent.s, but the en-ergy th·e·y generate is 
quite negligible as compared with its powerful radiation. 
In the Sun's interior, pressure and temperature are so high 
that nuclear reactions are constantly taking place, with 
the continuous transformation of atomic nuclei of some 
chemical ·element~s int·o ·more co.mplex atomic n.uclei of 

----- ··--
* Isotopes are atoms of one and the same element vary·ing solely 

in atomic weight. 
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other elements; in this process, vast quantities of energy 
are liberated the energy that maintains solar radiation 
for thousands of rnillions of years. 

The origin of the at1nosphere and hydrosphere* is, appar .. 
ently, closely linked with the process of heat generation 
in the Earth. Water and gases made their appearance on 
the Eart:h togcth~r with the solid particles and bodies of 
which it is formed. Although the temperature of the parti· 
cles in the zone of the terrestrial p1anets was too high for 
gases t~o freeze to them, nev·ertheless, in these conditions 
gas molecules also adhered abundantly to their surface. 
Togeth·er with these parti~cles, they entere-d into the C·OIITI

position .of larger bodi·es, and afterwards of th·e Earth 
itself. Furthermore, as Academician Schmidt noted, icy bod
ies from the remote ple1netary zone could have penetrat
ed into the zone of the terrestrial planets (an analogous 
process is under way even now-con1ets approaching the 
Sun; as described above these con1ets have "ice" cores). 
Prior to becoming heated and evaporating, they might 
have fallen out on to the Earth, imparting to it their \\Tater 
and gases. 

H~eating is the best ·metho-d of ~exp·ellin,g gases fr·om solid 
bodies. Consequ·ently, t'he Earth's heating-up process was 
accompani-ed by emission of gas and water vap~our of 
w.hich there were small ,quantities in th·e Earth's rock sub
stances. Having ·made its way to the surface, the vapour 
con·densed h1to the water of th~e .sea's and oc·ea.ns, whHe the 
gases for.med th~e atmosphere, with an original composi
tion -differing substantially from that of the present day. 
The present composition of the Earth's atmqsphere is 
largely conditioned by the p1ant and animal life on the 
Earth's surfac.e. 

Emission o.f gas and water vapour from the Earth's in
terior continues to this day. During volcanic eruptions, 

• The hydrosphere is what sc.ientists call all the wa~er enveloping 
the globe, as contained in the seas, oceans, rivers, lakes, the snow caps 
of mountain peaks and sub-soil water-bearing stra1ta. 
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large quantities of water vapour a·n·d carbon dioxide are 
ejected into the atmosph·ere, while combustible gases leak 
from the Earth's interior in different places. 

* * * 

The question of how the new theory of the Earth's 
origin has affected that of the origin of life on the Earth, 
as elaborated by Academician Oparin, is of considerable 
interest. According to Oparin's theory life arose in the 
process of the gradual growth in complexity from simple 
organic compounds (such as methane and formaldehyde) 
which were in a dissolved state in the water on the Earth's 
surface. In his theory Oparin proceeded from the then 
wi·dely hel~d view of the Earth .originati-ng from hot gases 
and that it solidified a.fter passing through a molten state. 
Methane c·ould .n0t have existed at the phase of a hot gas 
agglomeration. In tracing the for·mation of methane, O'Pa
rin conjectured its genesis a1s the result of the reactio·n 
of ,bot water vapour with carbides (metal-carbon com
poun,ds). He held that 1methane tog.cther w.ith wat•er va
pour found its \Vay upward through cracks to the Earth's 
surface a.nd thus appeared i·n a water !Solution. It .should 
be borne in mi~nd that on.ly the formation of methane was 
regarded as 1having taken place under a high temperature, 
while th·e further process up to the origin of life took place 
already in water, i.e., at a temp·erature of less than 100° 
Centigrade. 

Ac-cording to Academician Schmidt's theory, gas and 
water vapour w~ere p.resent in s•mall quantities in the 
Earth's comp.osition f.r;om the very outset. Hence, water 
could have appeared on the Earth's surface in the early 
stages of our planet's evolution. Dissolved in it from the 
very beginning \\-ere the simplest hydrocarbons and other 
compounds. Thus, the new cosmogonic theory postulates the 
presence on Earth from its very inception of the conditions 
needed for the origination of life as envisaged by Oparin. 

* * * 
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Investigation of the propagatio·n of seismic waves 
carried out at the end of t:he 19th century revealed that 
all the way to very great depths the Earth's density in
creases smoothly, thereafter the increase is abrupt. Earlier 
views interpreted this as an indication of a sharply drawn 
division inside tl1e Earth between r·ock and iron. 

Fig. 19. Inner structure of the Earth. 

It has n-ow been established that the border of the 
Earth's dense core is located at a depth of about 2,900 
km. from the surface (Fig. 19). The core's diameter is 
above half the Earth's dia,meter, its tmass is about a third • 

of the Earth's mass. 
A few years ago most geologists, geophysicists and 

geochemists held that the Earth's dense core consisted of 
nickel-iron, similar to that present in ~meteorites. It was 
maintained that the iron had shifted to the centre while 
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the Earth was still in a molten state·. But in 1939, V. N. Lo
dochnikov, geologist, pointed out that we could not take 
this hypothesis for gran,ted, saying that we kn·ew too little 
about the behavivur of substance under the enortno·us pres
sures inside the Earth caused by the tremendous weight 
of the ·above-lying strata. Lodoc.hnikov held that al~ong 
with smooth gradual changes in the substance's density 
and other properties of matter, th·e pressure· increase was 
bound to produee abrupt ehanges. 

In elaborating his theory Aeadetnician Schn1idt conjec
tured that the iron core had its origin in the gravitational 
differentiation of the Earth's substance that set in after its 
i~ntcrior .had becorne heated. Sch·midt's ·conjecture came up 
against the obstacle of the extrerne slowness of this proc
ess. Soon, however, the further developrncnt of L.odochni
kov's views did away with the need to explain the forma
tion of the iron· c.orc. Abrupt change in the properties of a 
substance under extremely high pressure \vas corroborat
ed by theoretical computations. rfh·e assumption that the 
Earth's dense core consisted not of iron, but chiefly of 
rock substance 'v.hich ehanged abruptJy into a ·denser state 
tt1nder th·e pr~c,ssurc of 1,400,000 atm. (such being the pres
sure at the outer surface of the core), excellently explained 
all the available data concerning the Earth and the other 
bodies of the terrestrial group. (The conclusions p·ertain
ing to their c.otnposition, cited earlier, on pp. 47-48, were 
drawn on th·e basis of this r~oncept of the Earth's cor·e.) 

Computations show that at a depth of some 160 miles, 
the p.res.su·~e i·nsi.de the Earth reaches I 00,000 atm., an;d 
exceeds 3,000,000 atm. at the centre. Consequently, even at 
a temperature of several thousand degr·ees, the Earth's 
substance cannot he considered liquid in the usual sense, 
but amorphous like tar or pitch. Under the action of c.on
tinuously acting forces, it changes slowly and becomes de .. 
formed. Thus, in rotating on its axis the Earth, because- of 
centrifugal force, assumed a flattened form, as if it were 
liquid. At the same tim·e, against temporarily acting forces 
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it behaves like a solid, with elasticity greater than steel. 
This is manifested, for instance, in the propagation of 

• • se1.smtc waves. 
Due to th·e yi·elding nature of the Earth's interior there 

occurs within it a slow movement of substances under grav
itation: heavier substances sink to the c.entre, while light-

Fig. 20. Sinking of he a\' y and rising or 1i g h t s t rat n i n 
the Earth's interior. 

. . ·I . 

er ones rise (Fig. 20). So slow is this stratification that, 
although it has been going on for thousan·ds of million.s of 
years, ihere is but slight conc-entration of the heavier sub· 
stances towards the centre of the Earth. We can say that 
stratification of the depths of the Earth has only just be .. 
gun; it is now continuing beneath our feet. 

Shifting of substances in the depths of the Earth is man
ifested on the su~face by the rising and sinkin.g of large 
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areas of the Earth's crust; it is also manifested i-n the form 
of earthquakes. Earthquakes occur when huge accumulations 
of tension, due to the movement of substances, break out 
violently, causing parts of the Earth's surface to quake. 

It was previously maintained that the Earth, after evolv
ing from hot gas, cooled off very quickly and, after a 
br.ief 'molten state, becam·e env-eJ.op·ed -in a solid crust. With 
the further cooling of the Earth's interior, its volume de-. 
creased, and its crust, sinking on top of the contracting in
terior, folded, formin:g mountain ranges on the surface. 
Such was the so-called contraction hypothesis which ap .. 
peared in the 30's of th-e Jast century. This hypothesis of 
mountain formation held sway for a long time. But after 
geologists tnade a better study of the Earth's crust, 
they perceiv·ed that a complicated interchange of rising 

· and sinking is taking place in rnountain areas, which the 
contraction hypothesis was unable to explain. Ncverthe~ess, 
some geologists cling to this hypothesis down to this day. 

The new theory of the Earth's origin, which postulat@s 
that the Earth has not cooled off but, on the contrary, has 
becom·e heated, pictures the formation of the Earth's crust 
differently. The Earth's outermost layers, which we now 
observe, originated in the heati·ng-up process· of th·e Earth's 
interior, as a consequence of the lighter rocks rising 
to th·e surface (Fig. 21). This may ·hav·e been a very .long 
process, which in different parts of the globe probably took 
a different course. 

' 

It can be expected that the· new theory of th·e Earth's 
origin, which substantially alters our vlews on the pre
geological phase of its evolution, wi11 help geologists to 
fathom the origin of its present external ·shape. It.·· will 
help geologists to develop a theory on mo.u·ntain forma
tion, which will not only describe their complex past, .but 
·also reveal their CctUSe and their connection with. th·e mo-
tions (lf substances in the deep interior. ··. 

Volcanic processes, drawing their energy fr·ori1. ·the 
Earth's inner heat, are closely bound up with .-.mou·ri.taiil 



forn1ation. Independently of Schmidt's theory, geolog
ists have begun to speak of late about the inner heat 
of the Earth, and not primordial heat. This is due to 
the growing understanding of the enormous role played in 
geological processes by radioactive sources. of heat. In the 

Fig. 21. A cross-section of the· Earth's crust. 

70's of the last century Bredikhin realized that the present 
geological processes are connected with some kind of con
sta.nt sources of ·energy, and not with the original hea·t. 

This source of en·ergy was discovered on the threshold 
of the 20th century i:n the form of radioactive elements. 
T.~e n·ew theory of the Earth's ori.gin postulates yet another 
source of ·energy, that of heat generation caused by strati
fication ~f the Earth's interior under gravitation.-~ But it adds 
nothin_g new to the concrete pic~ure of volcanic eruption~ 

8. TilE AGE OF THE EARTH 

The first atte,npt to transcend the .bib~ical . age .of the 
Earth was essayed in the 18th. century by _the Fren~h- na~ 
turalist ButTon, who based his hypothesis on the :assu .. mp
tjon· that our planet had originated from a "droplet;, o~ 
hot -~olar substance. After investigating the eo<;> ling -of 

.. 

·. • S.tratification is an exceedingly slow process, hence generauo·n 
of- ·1herm·al energy is also very slow. ·· · 



red-hot iron spheres, Buffon concluded that the Earth was 
approximately 70,000 years ol~d. 

It was only in the 19th century that geologists found a 
way of assessing the age of the Earth more accurately. By 
studyi,ng the speed of sedimentation at the bo~tto·m of seas 
and oceans, we can estin1ate the length of separate geo
logical periods by measuring the thickness of the layers of 
sedi'm·ent·ed rock. By eva'luating the negligible quantities 
of salt carried to the seas and oceans by rivers, w·e can 
ascertain how long it took the salt now present in sea wa
ter to accumulate. As a result, geologists hav·e established 
times of tens and hundreds of n1illions of years for the 
latest geological periods, and so the entire history of the 
Earth, its full ag·e, must be sti~l greater. 

But the speed of sedimentation depends on many fac
tors which cannot be calculated for the remote geological 
pa1st. C;onsequently, the above-~m·cnti·oned method of age 
determination furnished very unreliable results for ex
tr·emely ancient reek. 

Only in the 20th century, after radioactiv·e elements were 
discovered and their disintegration studi·ed, was the ag·e 
det.er~mination of different geol,ogi·cal for~mations put on: a 
soli·d basis. In reeent years, the achievem·ents of th~eoreti
cal physics, on the one ha·nd, and of cosmogony, on the 
other, have resulted in progress being made in investigat
ing the age of the Earth itself. Th·e decay of ra di~oactive 
elements (uranium~ thorium, potassium and others) may 
serv·e to gauge time because its speed is virtually constant 
ev·erywhere. Not only the high·est temp·eratures and pres
sures produced in our laboratories, but the temp·eratures 
and pressures prevalent in the depths of the Earth exert 
only a n·egligible j,nflu·ence on the speed of decay. 

In natural conditions, wh·erever the radioactiv·e element 
may be on the Earth, the'·proportion of its atoms that disin
tegrae in the course of one year will be constant every
where. The decay of uranium, thorium and potassium is 
verY slow, with only half the atoms disintegrating in the 
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course of hundreds of millions and even in thousands of 
millions of years. Hence these elements still exist on the 
Earth, although it is clear that even at its formation they 
\~?ere only a very small part of its substance. 

By m·eas·uring the number of radioactive atoms in any 
mln·eral an.d the ·n·u!mber of atoms con"Stitut.ing the product 
of their decay, and knowing, moreover, the speed of decay, 
it ls easy to c.ompu~t~e the ti:me n·erded to aocumulate the 
quantity of decay products, i.e., we ·may .gauge the age of 
the mineral. 

D·espite th·c seetning simplicity of this method of ascer
taining the age of ores and minerals, its praetical applica
tion is beset with numerous difficulties. To say nothing 
of having to measure negligible quantities of atoms, one 
must also choose a tTiineral specimen which has not ac
tively interacted with the environment, which neither the 
radioactive ·element nor the products of its ·decay have been 
added to or subtracted from. Finally, one tnust either be sure 
that at the mon1ent of the 1ninera l's forn1ation there was no 
lead or any other deeay-produc.ed element in its initial com
position or, if so, be able c.orrectly to assess the initial 
quantity. 

The difficulties are many, but when they are removed or 
ov·ercom·e, the iadioactive method furnish·es the a·bsolute 
age, without any additional hypotheses. Until recently the 
age of the oldest radioactiv·e minerals so measured was be
li·eved to be fr~om 2,000 to 2,500 million y~ears. But in recent 
years iffii1n·erals 'vith a 3,000 mHlion years' ~exi,stence have 
been fou~nd. 

The case is different wh·en the investigated object was 
known to be not isolated from the environment in th·e period 
of time that interests us but, conversely, developed in active 
interaction with it. Here, too, a study of radioactive ete .. 
ment.s or their decay products helps to determine ag·e, but 
th·e accuracy an~d correctn·ess of the result achiev·ed largely 
depends on the accuracy and ~orrectness of the assumed . 
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evolution of the object un·der investigation on which the ·de
termination of age is based. 

By st·udying the composition of lead f~rom different .de
posits and measuring the quantities of both the lead iso
topes existing in the Earth's substance from the very outset 
and appearing as a consequence of the disintegration of 
ura.nium a·nd thorium, the British sc.i,entist Holmes conclud
ed in the early 1940's that the Earth was 3,500 million 
years old. 

A non-critical approach to Holmes' work led to his esti
nlate of the Earth's age bein·g accepted as reliable. Actually 
Holm·es gauged the age not of the Earth, but of its crust, 
and in doing so h-e based himse-lf on the outmoded conjec
ture of its originating from a red-hot n1ass of gases torn from 
the Sun. Holmes assum-ed t·hat after the laps·e of 15,000 
years this had cooled off sufficien~ly to be enveloped in a 
solid crust, a~nrd s·o h·e ·mai·ntai!n·e.d that the Earth's age was 
virtually the same as that o.f the crust. 

In 1951-52, Academician A.P. Vinogradov carefully an.a
lyzed all the data and concluded that it was impossible to 
determine th·e age of the crust on the basis of data on lead 
alone. All that can be said i,s that it i,s n.ot more tha'n 5,000 
million y·ears. 

The Earth as a whole is unqu·estionably older than its 
crust. But existing radioactive methods do not permit 
a direct ;determination of its age. What can be established 
is th·e age of th·e Earth's substance, i.e., we can establish 
how many thousands of milHons of years have passed since 
the substance now comprising the Earth reached the state 
in which the formation of new radioactive ato1ns in the 
place of those disintegrated ceased. This can be done as 
follows: 
· There are two i~:otopes of uranium atoms, with the atomic 
w·eight of 235 and 238. Uranium-235 .disintegrates much 
faster than uranium-238 and for this reason there is 139 
times less of if on the Earth today. Theoretical physics en
titles us to affirm that when uranium originated the atoms 
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of t-he two isotopes were present in approximately equal 
quantities. In this case, knowing the speed of the disintegra
tion of both isotopes, it is easy to compute the time needed 
for uranium-235 to becom.e 139 times less than uranium-238. 
T:his proves that th·e age of uranium, and with it the ag·e of 
thie Earth's .substance i~n general, ranges from 5,000 to 7,000 
million years. 

Acade.mician Schmidt assessed the age of the Earth ten 
years ago, basing himself on his cosmogon·ic theory. 

At first, when there were still many particles in the cloud, 
the planets grew quickly, but as the stock of particles 
dwindled, the rate of gro\\'th diminished, so that today there 
is hardly any in~rease in the planetary masses. True, there 
still is a fall-out of inter-planetary matter on to the Earth 
now, in the form of meteorites and smaller meteoric bodies, 
which disintegrate and evaporate in the upp·er layers of the 
atmosphere. Hundreds of tons of meteoric substance fall out 
on to th·e Earth in a 24-hour ·cycle. But compared with the 
Earth's ~dimensions and mass, the quantity is absolutely 
negligible it would take ntillions and millions of years to 
cover the Earth with a laver of meteorite dust 1 mm. thick. 

"' 
In assessing the Earth's age, Schmidt based himself on 

the data on the contemporary accretion to the Earth's mass 
at the expense of fall-out of costnic substance. The estimat
ed rate of this growth, accepted in science ten years ago as 
I ton every 24 hours, gave Schmidt 7,500 million years as 
the Earth's age. More recent investigations have shown 
that actually the present increment to the Earth's mass is 
much greater, totalling hundreds and perhaps thousands of 
tons in the 24-hour cycle. But in this case, according to cal
culations, the Earth's age should be approximately 5,000 or 
6,000 million years. 

All the data on the age of minerals, the Earth's crust, the 
Earth itself and the Earth's. substance harmonize satisfac
torily. In combination with Schmidt's cosmogonic theory, 
they present the following picture of the Earth's evolution. 
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Some 6,000 tnillion years ago, the substance now consti .. 
tuting the Earth was in a state that favoured the formation 
of the atomic nuclei of radioactive elements. Later, in the 
matter of few hundred rnillion years, this substance, af
ter passing through a series of still inadequately studied 
phases, gave rise to the enormous gas-dust cloud surround
ing the Sun, whieh was transforrned, comparatively quickly, 
i~nto a small number of larg·e bodies th·e plan.ets, including 
our Earth. 

Disintegration of the radioactive elements was accompa
nied by the release of heat. From tiny particles, the heat 
escaped into space, but when the particles formed a huge 
body the Earth the heat began to accumulate in its in
terior. Part of the interior substance began to melt some 
4,000 or 5,000 million years ago. 

l''he lighter molten substances were gradually forced to 
the surface where i-n the course of time they formed the 
Earth's crust composed of various rocks and minerals. This 
crust is ·c-hanging all th·e ti.me, its upp·er lay·ers bein~g washed 
away by streams of water an·d again sedin1enting at sea 
and ocean bottom; the ·sedimented layers break up and 
for.m folds; new portions of the interior substance find their 
way to the crust all the time. Nevertheless, geologists 
have disclosed some ancie.nt minerals of around 3,000 mil .. 
lion years old, which ;have not un·dergone any essential 
chang·es in later geological processes. 

The Earth's present stage of evolution might well be de
scribed as its maturity. Another few thousand million years 
will pass and the gradual cooling-off of its interior will en
tail the slowing d0.wn and fading away of th·e movements 
takin·g place in it. 

Science still has a very hazy notion of the a,ge· that will 
be reached by the Earth, and what its very remote future 
will be like. Currently, scientists are chiefly concerned with 
studying the past, since it is imperative for the comprehen-
sion of th.e Earth's present state. . . 
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CONCLUSION 

Much still ren1ains to be done to obtain a full picture of 
the origin of the solar ·system. 

Some of the problems hav·e not been examin·ed at all, 
while others must be investigated in greater detail than 
hitherto. \Vhy, for instance, has our Earth a satellite, the 
Moon, with a tnass on.Iy 82 ti·me.s less th:an that of the Earth 
itself, while other planets have satellites with masses thou
sa.nds and millions of titn-es smaller than their pri~maries? 
How did the Moon's surface take shape? Why has Mars 
no high mountains or mountain ranges? What gave rise 
to the vast swartn of comets from which the comets we 
now observe co.m·e? What was th.e origin of the chon·drules, 
the tiny spheres, which are an important component of most 
meteorites? 

These and a host of other questions either still await an 
answer, or the answer is but of a very general and approxi
mate ·nature. 

Inv·estigation of the origin of minor bodies, th~ 'comets, 
asteroids an~d meteorites, further study of the planetary and 
satellite formation proc-ess, closer contact with inv·estiga
tions of the Sun's origin and evolution, and, finally, steady 
au·gmentation of ih·e data on th·e structure of the bodies of 
the solar system will, indubitably, carry forward, alter and 
rectify some of the points of Schmidt's theory. But the impor
tant thing is that the essential featur.es of the plan.etary for
mation process have already been revealed by Soviet sci
ence and the right road charted for its further elaboration. 

Soviet astronomers do not r·estrict the.ms·elves merely to 
study of the origin of the solar system. Th·ey also investi
gate proble·ms related to the origin and evolution of the 
sta;ns, galaxies and n·e.bulae .. 

The problems of the development of the diverse heavenly 
bodies are closely int·erwoven, sinc-e they are all links in 
the perp·etual chain of motion of the entire matter of the 
un~iverse. Som·e of the links in this chain have been studied, 
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